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User: WALDEMER

ROA Report
Case: CR-2013-0026828-C Current Judge: Thomas J Ryan
Defendant: Unze, John Patrick Jr

State of Idaho vs. John Patrick Linze Jr

Felony
Judge

Date
New Case Filed-Felony

Gary D. DeMeyer

Affidavit Of Probable Cause

Gary D. DeMeyer

Criminal Complaint

Gary D. DeMeyer

Hearing Scheduled (Arraignment (In Custody) 11/26/2013 01 :32 PM)

Gary D. DeMeyer

Hearing result for Arraignment (In Custody) scheduled on 11/26/2013
01 :32 PM: Hearing Held

Gary D. DeMeyer

Hearing result for Arraignment (In Custody) scheduled on 11/26/2013
01 :32 PM: Arraignment I First Appearance

Gary D. DeMeyer

Hearing result for Arraignment (In Custody) scheduled on 11/26/2013
01 :32 PM: Constitutional Rights Warning

Gary D. DeMeyer

Hearing result for Arraignment (In Custody) scheduled on 11/26/2013
01 :32 PM: Order Appointing Public Defender

Gary D. DeMeyer

Hearing result for Arraignment (In Custody) scheduled on 11/26/2013
01 :32 PM: Consolidation Of Files - CR-2013-26810-C

Gary D. DeMeyer

Hearing result for Arraignment (In Custody) scheduled on 11/26/2013
01 :32 PM: Commitment On Bond - $25,000.00 total w/CR-2013-26810-C

Gary D. DeMeyer

Hearing result for Arraignment (In Custody) scheduled on 11/26/2013
01 :32 PM: Upon Posting Bond - Report to Pre-Trial Release

Gary D. DeMeyer

Hearing result for Arraignment (In Custody) scheduled on 11/26/2013
01 :32 PM: Notice Pretrial Release Services

Gary D. DeMeyer

Change Assigned Judge

Karen J. Vehlow

Hearing Scheduled (Preliminary Hearing 12/10/2013 08:30 AM)

Karen J. Vehlow

Hearing Scheduled (Further Proceeding 12/10/2013 08:30 AM)

Karen J. Vehlow

Request For Discovery

Karen J. Vehlow

PA's Response To Request For Discovery

Karen J. Vehlow

Demand For Notice Of Defense Of Alibi

Karen J. Vehlow

12/3/2013

Request For Discovery

Karen J. Vehlow

12/10/2013

Hearing result for Further Proceeding scheduled on 12/10/2013 08:30 AM: Robert M. Taisey
Hearing Vacated

11/26/2013

11/27/2013

Hearing result for Preliminary Hearing scheduled on 12/10/2013 08:30 AM: Robert M. Taisey
Hearing Held
Hearing result for Preliminary Hearing scheduled on 12/10/2013 08:30 AM: Robert M. Taisey
Preliminary Hearing Waived (bound Over)
Change Assigned Judge

Thomas J Ryan

Hearing result for Preliminary Hearing scheduled on 12/10/2013 08:30 AM: Robert M. Taisey
Order Binding Defendant Over to District Court

12/11/2013

Hearing Scheduled (Arm. - District Court 12/20/2013 09:00 AM)

Juneal C. Kerrick

Bond Posted - Surety (Amount 25000.00)

Thomas J Ryan

Notice of Bond Posted
Motion for Bond Reduction Or Release On Own Recognizance and Notice
of Hearing//DF posted bond- moot point

Thomas J Ryan
Thomas J Ryan

Date: 8/4/2014

dicial District Court - Canyon County

Time: 02:38 PM
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Case: CR-2013-0026828-C Current Judge: Thomas J Ryan
Defendant: Linze, John Patrick Jr

State of Idaho vs. John Patrick Linze Jr

Date
12/12/2013
12/20/2013

Waiver Of Extradition

Thomas J Ryan

Information

Thomas J Ryan

Hearing result for Arrn. - District Court scheduled on 12/20/2013 09:01 AM: Gregory M Culet
District Court Hearing Held
Court Reporter: Kathy Klemetson
Number of Transcript Pages for this hearing estimated: less than 100
pages
Hearing result for Arrn. - District Court scheduled on 12/20/2013 09:01 AM: Gregory M Culet
Hearing Held
Hearing result for Arrn. - District Court scheduled on 12/20/2013 09:01 AM: Gregory M Culet
Arraignment/ First Appearance
Hearing result for Arrn. - District Court scheduled on 12/20/2013 09:01 AM: Gregory M Culet
Appear & Plead Not Guilty - STW
Hearing Scheduled (Pre Trial 02/18/2014 01 :30 PM)

Thomas J Ryan

Hearing Scheduled (Jury Trial 03/18/2014 08:30 AM) STW

James C. Morfitt

Notice Of Hearing

Thomas J Ryan

12/23/2013

Request For Discovery

Thomas J Ryan

12/31/2013

PA First Supplemental Response to Request for Discovery

Thomas J Ryan

1/13/2014

PA's 2nd Supplemental Response to Request for Discovery

Thomas J Ryan

1/24/2014

Defendant's Specific Request For Discovery

Thomas J Ryan

2/18/2014

Hearing result for Pre Trial scheduled on 02/18/2014 01 :30 PM: Hearing
Held

Thomas J Ryan

Hearing result for Pre Trial scheduled on 02/18/2014 01 :30 PM: District
Court Hearing Held
Court Reporter: Kim Saunders
Number of Transcript Pages for this hearing estimated: less than 100

Thomas J Ryan

PA's 3rd Supplemental Response to Request for Discovery

Thomas J Ryan

2/21/2014

Disclosre of expert witness pursuant to ICR 16(b)(7) and IRE 702,703, 705 Thomas J Ryan
2/28/2014

3/18/2014

3/24/2014

Motion to Suppress

Thomas J Ryan

Defendant's Memorandum Of Law in Support of Motion to Suppress

Thomas J Ryan

Affidavit of Defense Counsel in Support of Enlargement of Time for
Considering Motion to Suppress

Thomas J Ryan

Hearing result for Jury Trial scheduled on 03/18/2014 08:30 AM:
Continued STW

James C. Morfitt

Hearing result for Jury Trial scheduled on 03/18/2014 08:30 AM: District
Court Hearing Held
Court Reporter: Debra Kreidler
Number of Transcript Pages for this hearing estimated: less than 100
pages

James C. Morfitt

Hearing Scheduled (Jury Trial 04/01/2014 08:30 AM)

James C. Morfitt

Motion To Continue Jury Trial and Notice of Hearing

Thomas J Ryan

Hearing Scheduled (Motion Hearing 03/31/2014 03:30 PM) motion to
continue Jury Trial

Thomas J Ryan

Date: 8/4/2014

Third udicial District Court - Canyon County

Time: 02:38 PM
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Case: CR-2013-0026828-C Current Judge: Thomas J Ryan
Defendant: Linze, John Patrick Jr

State of Idaho vs. John Patrick Linze Jr

Felony
Date
3/31/2014

Hearing result for Jury Trial scheduled on 04/01/2014 08:30 AM:
Vacated

Hearing James C. Morfitt

Hearing result for Motion Hearing scheduled on 03/31/2014 03:30 PM:
Hearing Held motion to continue Jury Trial

Thomas J Ryan

Hearing result for Motion Hearing scheduled on 03/31/2014 03:30 PM:
Motion Granted motion to continue Jury Trial

Thomas J Ryan

Hearing Scheduled (Motion Hearing 04/28/2017 02:45 PM) to suppress

Thomas J Ryan

Hearing Scheduled (Jury Trial 05/20/2014 08:30 AM)

James C. Morfitt

District Court Hearing Held
Court Reporter: Kim Saunders
Number of Transcript Pages for this hearing estimated: less than 100

Thomas J Ryan

Notice Of Hearing

Thomas J Ryan

Affidavit Of Defendant In Support of Motion to Suppress

Thomas J Ryan

4/10/2014

Objection To Motion To Suppress Evidence

Thomas J Ryan

4/15/2014

Pa's Fourth Supplemental Response to Request for Discovery

Thomas J Ryan

4/17/2014

PA's 5th Supplemental Response to Request for Discovery

Thomas J Ryan

4/23/2014

Second Affidavit of Defendant in Support of Motion to Suppress

Thomas J Ryan

4/28/2014

Hearing result for Motion Hearing scheduled on 04/28/2014 02:45 PM:
Hearing Held to suppress - under advisment

Thomas J Ryan

Hearing result for Motion Hearing scheduled on 04/28/2014 02:45 PM:
District Court Hearing Held
Court Reporter: Kim Saunders
Number of Transcript Pages for this hearing estimated: less than 100

Thomas J Ryan

4/30/2014

Defendant's Second Specific Request For Discovery

Thomas J Ryan

5/1/2014

Memorandum Decision Upon Motion to Suppress

Thomas J Ryan

5/9/2014

PA's Response To Specific Request For Discovery

Thomas J Ryan

PA'd 6th Supplemental Response to Request for Discovery

Thomas J Ryan

Notice Of Hearing For Change Of Plea

Thomas J Ryan

Hearing Scheduled (Change of Plea 05/16/2014 01:30 PM)

G.D. Carey

Hearing result for Change of Plea scheduled on 05/16/2014 01:30 PM:
Hearing Held RYAN
SENT- July 1@1 :30

G.D. Carey

Hearing result for Change of Plea scheduled on 05/16/2014 01 :30 PM:
District Court Hearing Held
Court Reporter: Kim Saunders
Number of Transcript Pages for this hearing estimated: less than 100
pages

G.D. Carey

Hearing result for Change of Plea scheduled on 05/16/2014 01 :30 PM:
Change Plea To Guilty Before Hit RYAN
SENT- July 1@1 :30

G.D. Carey

Hearing result for Change of Plea scheduled on 05/16/2014 01 :30 PM:
Guilty Plea Or Admission Of Guilt RYAN
SENT- July 1@1 :30

G.D. Carey

4/1/2014

5/12/2014
5/16/2014

Date: 8/4/2014

Third Judicial District Court - Canyon County

Time: 02:38 PM

ROA Report
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Case: CR-2013-0026828-C Current Judge: Thomas J Ryan
Defendant: Linze, John Patrick Jr

State of Idaho vs. John Patrick Linze Jr

Felony
Judge

Date
5/16/2014

Hearing result for Change of Plea scheduled on 05/16/2014 01 :30 PM:
Pre-Sentence Investigation Evaluation Ordered RYAN
SENT- July 1@1 :30
Hearing result for Jury Trial scheduled on 05/20/2014 08:30 AM:
Vacated

G.D. Carey

Hearing James C. Morfitt

Hearing Scheduled (Sentencing 07/01/2014 01 :30 PM)

Thomas J Ryan

PSI Face Sheet Transmitted

Thomas J Ryan

5/22/2014

PA's Response To Second Specific Request For Discovery

Thomas J Ryan

6/6/2014

Pa's Seventh Supplemental Response to Request for Discovery

Thomas J Ryan

7/1/2014

Hearing result for Sentencing scheduled on 07/01/2014 01 :30 PM:
Hearing Held

Thomas J Ryan

Hearing result for Sentencing scheduled on 07/01/2014 01 :30 PM:
Judgement, Order Or Decree Entered

Final

Thomas J Ryan

Hearing result for Sentencing scheduled on 07/01/2014 01 :30 PM:
Sentenced To Fine And Incarceration

Thomas J Ryan

Hearing result for Sentencing scheduled on 07/01/2014 01 :30 PM:
Probation Ordered

Thomas J Ryan

Hearing result for Sentencing scheduled on 07/01/2014 01 :30 PM: Order Thomas J Ryan
for a DNA sample and right thumbprint
Hearing result for Sentencing scheduled on 07/01/2014 01 :30 PM:
to defendant upon sentencing

Notice Thomas J Ryan

Case Status Changed: closed pending clerk action

Thomas J Ryan

District Court Hearing Held
Court Reporter: Kirn Saunders
Number of Transcript Pages for this hearing estimated: less than 100

Thomas J Ryan

7/3/2014

Restitution Order Filed

Thomas J Ryan

7/7/2014

Judgment and commitment and order of probation on suspended execution Thomas J Ryan
of judgment
Surety Bond Exonerated (Amount 25,000.00)

Thomas J Ryan

Notice of Appeal

Thomas J Ryan

Appealed To The Supreme Court

Thomas J Ryan

Motion For Appointment Of State Appellate Public Defender

Thomas J Ryan

Rule 11 Plea Agreement

Thomas J Ryan

7/21/2014

Order Appointing State Appellate Public Defender

Thomas J Ryan

7/23/2014

Defendant's Third Specific Request For Discovery

Thomas J Ryan

7/16/2014

THE DISTRT

COURT OF THE 3RD JUDICIAL
AHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNT
MAGISTRATE DIVISION

7'

fRICT OF THE
"CANYON

~.k

STATE OF IDAHO

E

qM

AFFIDAVIT OF PROBABLE CAUSE

NOV 2 6 2013

2nd

Defendant.
Agency Case No. 13-28831
DOB:
SSN:
OLN:
State:

Idaho
Officer J. Bridges 14 7

of the Caldwell Police Department

being first duly sworn, state that the following is true and accurate.
The following acts occurred at: 4th Ave. and Chicago St. in Caldwell
Time Occurred At:

1054

, Canyon County, State of Idaho

on the date of 11 /25/13

Crime(s) alleged to have been committed: PCS - Methamphetamine, Possession of Paraphernalia, and CCW without License

1. Please state what you did or observed that gives you reason to believe the individual(s) committed the crime
(s) alleged:
On I J/25/13, at approximately 1054 hours I conducted a traffic stop on a vehicle bearing 2CKG322 in the area of 4th Ave. and Chicago St
in Caldwell, Idaho. The reason for my stop was a cracked front windshield.
dvised her my reason for the stop. I recognized the passenger as John Linze
I made contact with the driver Rhea Linze
It is known to me John has an extensive drug history and has recently been stopper by other officers and had drug items on him.
A CCSO Deputy K-9 arrived on scene to conduct a sweep. I was advised, the dog alerted. A vehicle search was conducted.
During the vehicle search, I located a glass pipe with a white crystal residue. I seized the pipe. I advised John and Rhea their Miranda
warning, John admitted ownership of the pipe after Miranda. John admitted the pipe is used to consume methamphetamine.
I used a NARK II test kit to swab the contents of the pipe. I received a presumptive positive for methamphetamine. The pipe was sent to the
lab to confirm the contents.
I place John in handcuffs and conducted a persons search. John had a pair of brass knuckles in his right pocket. John does not have a
current CCW permit.

2. What further information do you have regarding what others did or observed giving you reasonable
grounds to believe that the individual(s) committed the crime(s) alleged?

3. Set out any information you have and its source as to why a warrant instead of a summons should be issued.
In Custody

,r additional information, see report narraf

_ _ _ , Idaho

NOV 2 6 2013

ma

Street
Caldwell, Idaho 83605
Telephone: (208) 454-7391

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF CANYON

THE STATE OF IDAHO
Plaintiff,

CRIMINAL COMPLAINT
vs.

JOHN
D.O.B

POSSESSION OF CONTROLLED
SUBSTANCE
Felony, I.C. §37-2732(e)(l)

NZfI JR

Defendant.

ST A TE OF IDAHO
County of Canyon

)
ss
)

PERSONALLY APPEARED Before me this _L_b_R
__day of November,
2013,

All~n j. J_k_o_ff
___ ,of the Canyon County Proseeuting Attorney's Office,

who being duly svvorn, complains and says:

COMPLAINT

That the Defendant, John Patrick Linze Jr, on or about the 25th day of November,
Idaho. unlawfully
a

a

II

All of which is contrary to Idaho Code, Section 37-2732(c)(l) and against the power,
peace and dignity of the State of Idaho.

- ®L:Mi~--------------Complainant

SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN To before me this- - - ~ ~ - day of November,
2013.

f;c_)

I
I

2
COMPLAINT

THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT, STATE OF IDAHO
COUNTY OF CANYON
[8J ARRAIGNMENT
[8J IN-CUSTODY
O SENTENCING / CHANGE OF PLEA
STATE OF IDAHO,

Case No. CR-2013-26828-C
CR-2013-26810-C

Plaintiff
-vsJohn Patrick Linze, Jr.

Date: November 26, 2013
Defendant.

~ True Name

Judge: Gary D. DeMeyer

Corrected Name:

Recording: Mag? (209-212)

APPEARANCES:

t2I Defendant

~ Prosecutor Allen Shoff

D Defendant's Attorney D

D

Interpreter

ADVISEMENT OF RIGHTS: Defendant
~ was informed of the charges against him/her and all legal rights, including the right to be represented by
counsel.
[8J requested court appointed counsel.
D waived right to counsel.
[8J indigency hearing held.
~ Court appointed public defender.
D Court denied court-appointed counsel.
before Judge
D Arraignment continued to
D to consult/ retain counsel,
D other
[8JPRELIMINARY HEARING:
~ Preliminary Hearing set
D District Court Arraignment:
BAIL:

Statutory time waived: DYes ~No
December 10, 2013, at 8:30 a.m.

D Preliminary Hearing Waived
before Judge Vehlow
before Judge

State recommends bail be set in the amount of $50,000.00

D Released on written citation promise to appear
D Released on own recognizance (O.R.)
D Released to pre-trial release officer.
D No Contact Order D entered D continued

D Released on bond previously posted.
~ Remanded to the custody of the sheriff.
~ Bail set at $25,000.00 total bond
~ Cases consolidated

0Address Verified
D Corrected Address: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

upon posting bond.

~ Defendant to Report to Pretrial Release Services

OTHER:

~[~l~-_L_'t_···_12_'{_·_L,,_6(_L__,___
,
,Deputy Clerk

ARRAIGNMENT/ FIRST APPEARANCE

07/2009

THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT
STATE OF IDAHO
COUNTY OF CANYON

FILED_'-+-=~~~--

CLERK
BY_----.'-"'-'~-+---='----',~~=---, Deputy
)
)
)
)

THE STATE OF IDAHO/or

("-'\f\·h
i\ ii I v\
I I

D
,~ '1-v1' V i .. i"¥
.I/
' {I{ \ ' I t be,,>
I
., ,,,,JI

Case No.

{\{?-71\f<._.,

?l'i

ORDER APi:)dlNTINGPUBLIC l-Ui
DEFENDER

)

1

CrZ"ZU \":)~- 21.Pl{Z/i'-U

)
\
I
__________________
)
\..,I

The Court being fully advised as to the application of the above-named applicant and it appearing to
be a proper case,
IT IS HEREBY ORDERED that the Canyon County Public Defender be, and hereby is, appointed for

c b'nn
0 THE MATIER SHALL BE SET FOR

0'1?'¥

,j r.

1

------------------

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ before Judi{~-----...,-,------

~

/,

/

. ---2.

i1

/!.,//!.'>//'JI.I
f/ / / ' /;1/7 t: I
Signed: ----,,,.1::,"---Y/_1,_.,,__~~,,,..·'. · ___."'-/___C_/.,..J_.,_7_/_/,...)_,__.;.1_ _

j

hf In Custody-- Bond$
ltl Released: 0 O.R.

2 .:5. QODJCC Tu h,_Q /.<
1

·

0 on bond previously posted
0 to Pre Trial Release

Juvenile:

0

0 In Custody
0 Released to

Judge

l

·

1

/ /

/

~

----------------

No Contact Order entered.

~ases consolidated.
~iscovery provided by State.

6

Interpreter required.

0 Additional charge of FTA.
Original--Court File

ORDER APPOINTING PUBLIC
DEFENDER

Yellow--Public Defender

Pink--Prosecuting Attorney

2/06

IQ

l

.

~'r~
uf,,,
I .M.

THIRD JUDICIAL DiSTRiCT
STATE OF IDAHO
COUNTY OF CANYON

,DEPUTY

STATE OF IDAHO,

D Conditional Release/Pretrial Services
D Reiease on Own Recognizance
~ommitment on Bond

IT IS HEREBY ORDERED the defendant abide by the following conditions of release:

D Defendant is Ordered released
D On own recognizance

D

~ond having been set in the sum of$

D

Bond having been

D increased

D

Placed on probation

Case Dismissed

E;l:fotal Bond

D

reduced to the sum of$ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

D Total Bond

Jf':pon posting bond, defendant must report to the Canyon County Pretrial Services office as stated below:
ip-detendant shall report to the Canyon County Pretrial Services Office and follow the standard reporting conditions:

D Comply with a curfew designated by the Court or standard curfew set by Pretrial Services _ _ _ _ _ __

D Not consume or possess alcoholic beverages or mood altering substances without a valid prescription.
D Submit to evidentiary testing for alcohol and/or drugs as requested by Pretrial Services at defendant's expense.
D Not operate or be in the driver's position of any motor vehicle.
D Abide by any No Contact Order and its conditions.
D

Submit to D GPS D Alcohol monitoring as directed by Pretrial Services.
Defendants Ordered to submit to GPS or alcohol monitoring shall make arrangements with a provider
approved by Pretrial Services, prior to release.

OTHER:-----------------------------Failure by defendant to comply with the rules and/or reporting conditions and/or requirements of release as
Ordered by the Court may result in the revocation of re!ease and return to the custody of the Sheriff.
,

~hite - Court

'·

-

,//

~ellow -'.-;:Jail/Pretrial Services

'f?nk -

Defendanf

10/11

_F_l.....nA.~

~M.

NOV 2 7 2013

ma

CAN'A)N~OUNTY CLERK

BRYAN TAYLOR
CANYON COUNTY
Canyon County Courthouse
1115 Albany Street
Caldwell, Idaho 83605
Telephone: (208) 454-7391

U..//~EPUTY

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF CANYON
THE STATE OF IDAHO

CASE NO. CR2013-26828

Plaintiff,

DEMAND FOR NOTICE OF
DEFENSE OF ALIBI

vs.
JOHN PATRICK LINZE JR
Defendant

TO:

JOHN PA TRICK LINZE JR, the above named Defendant, and to the Canyon County

Public Defender, Attorney for the above named Defendant:
COMES NOW, BRYAN F. TAYLOR, Canyon County Prosecuting Attorney,
who demands that the Defendant serve upon him within ten ( 10) days from the date of this notice
or at such other time as the Court may direct, a written notice of the Defendant's intention to
offer a defense of alibi.
Such notice by the Defendant shall state the specific place or places at which the
Defendant claims to have been at the time of the alleged offense and the names and addresses of
the witnesses upon whom the Defendant intends to rely to establish such alibi.
If prior to or during trial the Defendant learns of additional witnesses whose
identity, if known, should have been included in this information furnished pursuant to this
DEMAND FOR NOTICE OF
DEFENSE OF ALIBI

I

Demand, the Defendant or the Defendant's attorney shall promptly notify the Canyon County
Prosecuting

identity

or

The failure of the Defendant and the Defendant's attorney to comply with this
Demand may result in the exclusion of the testimony of any undisclosed witnesses which may be
offered by the Defendant to establish said alibi.
This Demand was made and based upon Idaho Code Provision 19-519.
DATED This 27th day of November, 2013.

1--------Teri Whilden
Deputy Prosecuting Attorney

I HEREBY CERTIFY that a true and correct
copy of the foregoing instrument was served
upon the attorney for the defendant, the
Canyon County Public Defender, by placing
said instrument in their basket at the Clerk's
Office, on or about the 27th day of November,
2013.

1

Teri Whilden
Deputy Prosecuting Attorney

DEMAND FOR NOTICE OF
DEFENSE OF ALIBI

2
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THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT, STATE OF IDAHO
COUNTY OF CANYON
PRELIMINARY HEARING
Case No. CR13-26828C, CR13-26810C
Plaintiff
Date: December 10, 2013

-VS·

John Patrick Linze, Jr.

Defendant.

D True Name

Judge: Taisey

Corrected Name:

Recording: Mag 6 (842-843)

APPEARANCES:
~ Defendant
~ Prosecutor- Gearld Wolff

~ Defendant's Attorney - Scott James

D Interpreter

FAILURE TO APPEAR: Defendant failed to appear. It is Ordered
0 bench warrant issued--bail $
D bond forfeited.
0 Other_ _ .
PROCEEDINGS:
~ Preliminary hearing waived; Defendant bound over to District Court.
D Preliminary hearing held.
0 Preliminary hearing continued to _ _at _ _.m. before Judge _ _.
D State moved to dismiss on the grounds: _ _ .
0 Court dismissed Complaint.
D Prospective witnesses excluded.
[:8J State's recommendations: The parties to continue with their negotiations.
STATE'S WITNESSES SWORN:
1.
2.

3.
DEFENDANT'S WITNESSES SWORN:

3.

4.

5.

1.

2.
5.

4.

O Defendant had no testimony or evidence to present.

EXHIBITS:

D

As set forth on attached list.

COURT'S RULING:
D No probable cause; Complaint dismissed; Defendant discharged.
D Bond exonerated.
D Probable cause found for offense set forth in Complaint.
D Charges amended to: _ _ .
D Probable cause found for amended charge.
[:8J Defendant held to answer to the District Court. District Court Arraignment set for 12/20/13 at 9:00 a.m.
before Judge Kerrick.
[:8J Misdemeanor case(s) continued consolidated with felony case for further proceedings.
[:8J Motion for bond reduction to be heard at the time of District Court Arraignment.
BAIL:

The Defendant was

--r'.J Released on own recognizance (O.R.).
[:8J Remanded to custody of the sheriff.
[:8J Bail as set $25,000.00-total.

D
D

Released to pre-trial release officer.
Released on bond previously posted.

OTHER: _ _ .

_\<
__·_t)_€_·c_·~_Ll_{'._"_'-,_/____ , Deputy Clerk
I

PRELIMINARY HEARING

07/2009

Third Judicial District , l, State of Idaho
In and For the C
y of Canyon
1115 Albany Street

Filed:
Clerk of the District Court

Caldwell, Idaho 83605
IDAHO
Plaintiff,

)
)
)
)

vs.

Case No:

ORDER BINDING DEFENDANT OVER TO
DISTRICT COURT

)

)
Defendant,

Preliminary hearing having been

D held

~,,waived
I

\~ e C E ~ ""- l') C V

, 20

in this case on the

I C ~-h

day of

_\.;..;;S=--- and the Court being fully satisfied that a public offense has been

committed and that there is probable or sufficient cause to believe the Defendant guilty thereof,

IT IS HEREBY ORDERED that the Defendant herein be held to answer in the District Court of the Third

Pcc~()ec;~:::, \ 0V\

Judicial District of The State of Idaho, in and for the County of Canyon, to the charge of

cf

Ci c i"YT \ \ c c\ ,SLL ~'.).C::,-\-n
\/1_

v\.

3] · 21 Z> r-LC c; ( 1)

c (-:_

a felony, committed in Canyon County, Idaho on or about the

20

L - +l~

day of

N

0Ve,vi. \._::,(

v

\3
IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that the Defendant herein shall be arraigned before the District Court of

the Third Judicial District of the State of Idaho, in and for the County of Canyon, on the

be Ce vv\.be •/

, 20 l;)

at

9 ·.

C) C·

2CU,

day of

a.m.

D

Defendant is continued released on the bond posted.

D

Defendant's personal recognizance release is

D continued D

ordered.

D

Defendant's release to Pre-Trial Release Officer is

D continued D

ordered.

YOU, THE SHERIFF OF CANYON COUNTY, IDAHO, are commanded to receive into your
custody and detain the Defendant until le9ally discharged. Defendant is to be admitted to bail in
the sum of$ 2r5, C~C C
CO 1-t.

.cc-

Dated:

k. . . .

---"-6....d""'·,....

.,._/;_/_-3....______

Signed

ORDER BINDING DEFENDANT OVER TO DISTRICT COURT

/

~

/ ·
Magis~)

05/2007

DEC 12 2013

ma
BRYAN F. TAYLOR
PROSECUTING
Courthouse
115 Albany Street
Caldwell, Idaho 83605
Telephone: (208) 454-7391

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO. IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF CANYON

THE STATE OF IDAHO
CASE NO. CR2013-26828
Plaintiff,

INFORMATION
vs.

JOHN PATRICK UNZE JR
D.O.B.

POSSESSION OF CONTROLLED
SUBSTANCE
Felony, I.C. §3 7-2732( c )(1)

Defendant.

BRYAN F. TAYLOR. Prosecuting Attorney in and for the County of Canyon.
State of Idaho, who in the name and by authority of said state prosecutes in its behalf. in proper
person comes into the above entitled Court and informs said Court that the above name
Defendant stands accused by this Information of crime of
POSSESSION OF CONTROLLED SUBSTANCE
Felony
Idaho Code Section 37-2732(c)( I)

committed as follows:
INFORMATION

ORIGINAL

That the Defendant. John Patrick Linze

the 25th

, on or

13, in

November.

a

a

II

All of which is contrary to Idaho Code, Section 37-2732( c )( 1) and against the

po\ver, peace and dignity of the State ofldaho.

DATED this _______ day of December, 2013.

TERI WHILDEN for
BRYAN F. TAYLOR
Prosecuting Attorney ft)r Canyon County, Idaho

INFORMATION

2

CANYON COUNTY PUBLIC DEFENDER
MIMURA LA \V OFFICES,
LARYG.

(208)
85
Fax: (208) 639-4611
Idaho State Bar No. 6072

Artornersfor Defendant

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF CANYON
ST ATE OF IDAHO,
Plaintiff,

Case No. CR-2013-26828
CR-2013-26810

VS.

JOHN LINZE JR ..
Defendant.

MOTION FOR BOND REDUCTION
OR RELEASE ON O\VN
RECOGNIZANCE AND NOTICE OF
HEARING

COMES NO\V, the Defendant, by and through his attorneys of record the
Canyon County Public Defender's Office and hereby moves this Honorable Court for
entry of its Order releasing the defendant on defendant's own recognizance or reducing
bail.

THIS MOTION is made on the grounds that the offense with which defendant is
charged is a bail able offense; that the bail no\v set is excessive; and that bail is
unnecessary and that the defendant can be safely released on defendant's own
recogmzance.
THIS MOTION is based on the pleadings, papers. records and files in the above
entitled action.

MOTION FOR BOND REDUCTION OR RELEASE ON
ffWN RECOGNIZANCE AND NOTICE OF HEARING

CMF

NOTICE OF HEARING: NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN that attorney for Defendant

will bring on for hearing the

Court 1115

at

as
be heard.

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE:
I hereby certify that on the 11th day of December. 2013, I served a true and correct copy
of the within Motion for Bond Reduction or Release on Own Recognizance and Notice of
Hearing upon the individual(s) names belovv in the manner noted:

By placing such a copy in the Prosecutor's basket located in the Clerk's office on the
second floor of the Canyon County Courthouse.
Canyon County Prosecuting Attorney
1115 Albany
Caldwell Idaho 83605

Lary G. Sr on
Attorney for the Defendant

MOTION FOR BOND REDUCTION OR RELEASE ON
OWN RECOGNIZANCE AND NOTICE OF HEARING

17

CMF

THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT, STATE OF IDAHO
COUNTY OF CANYON
District Court Arraignment
Plaintiff

)
)

Case No. CR-2013-26828-CCR-2013-26810-C

)

-vs-

JOHN PATRICK LINZE JR.,
Defendant.

r8] True Name
Corrected Name:

APPEARANCES:
Defendant
[8]Defendant's Attorney Greg Ferney

t2J

)
)
)
)
)
)
)

Date: DECEMBER 20, 2013
Judge: GREGORY M. CULET
Recording: DCRT 5 (945-948)
Reported By: KATHY KLEMETSON

r8] Prosecutor Gearld Wolff

D Interpreter _ _

ADVISEMENT OF RIGHTS:

[Z] The defendant was advised of his constitutional rights 1 the charges in the above

referenced cases, and of the maximum possible penalties provicfed for each offense.

[Z] The Court determined the defendant understood the nature of the offenses charged and the
maximum possible penalties provided by law upon conviction.
Formal reading of the Information was waived by the defendant and his counsel.
ENTRY OF PLEA:

[Z] In answer to the Court's inquiry, the Defendant
[Z] entered a plea of D GUILTY [Z] NOT GUILTY to the charges of Possession of Controlled
Substance; Possession of Drug Paraphernalia; and Carry Concealed Weapon.

[Z] The right to a speedy trial was

r8] waived

D

not waived.

[Z] The Court scheduled this matter for PRETRIAL CONFERENCE February 181 2014 at 1 :30 p.m.
before Judge Ryan and a four (4) day JURY TRIAL to commence March 18, 2014 at 8:30 a.m.
before Senior Judge Morfitt.

BAIL: The defendant was continued released to Pretrial Services upon the bond previously posted.

~

DISTRICT COURT ARRAIGNMENT

™--gi?r..\ ~•

Deputy Clerk

08/2009

IN

DISTRICT

RT

THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE

OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR

COUNTY OF CANYON

PRESIDING: THOMAS J. RYAN DATE: FEBRUARY 18, 2014
THE STATE OF IDAHO,

)

COURT MINUTE

)
Plaintiff,

)
)

CASE NO: CR2013-26828-C
C R2013-2681 0-C

)

vs.

)
)

TIME: 1:30 P.M.

JOHN PATRICK LINZE, JR.,

)

DCRT3 (200-207)

)
)

REPORTED BY: Kim Saunders

Defendant.

This having been the time heretofore set for pre-trial in the above-entitled
matters, the State was represented by Mr. Matt Bever, Deputy Prosecuting Attorney for
Canyon County, Idaho; and the defendant was not present and represented by Mr. Lary
Sisson.
The Court called the case and inquired of counsel as to the status.
Mr. Sisson indicated the mater had not been resolved and was on for trial. He
indicated he was missing a police report and audio or video of the dog handler officer as
well as the curriculum vitae of the drug dog as well as his job performance. Further, he
was seeking a call detail report.

Mr. Sisson advised the Court he would be filing a

motion to suppress in this matter.
In answer to the Court's inquiry, Mr. Sisson believed he would be able to show
good cause for the lateness of the motion.
COURT MINUTE
FEBRUARY 18, 2014

Bever indicated he had received all
exception the call detail report

requests mentioned by Mr. Sisson

He detailed his efforts to obtain that

information.
The Court indicated the matter would remain as set for trial on the 181h day of
March, 2014 at 9:00 a.m. before Judge Morfitt. The Court stated the motion to suppress
was to be accompanied by an affidavit addressing the lateness of the filing.

If goo

cause was found, the Court would supply a date and time for the motion hearing.
The State was instructed to supply the requested information by Friday, by the
end of the business day.
Mr. Bever was concerned about the deadline and explained why he might not be
able to comply with the Court's order.
The Court requested the State make all efforts to comply.
Neither counsel had anything further for the Court to address.
The defendant was continued released to pre-trial release on the bond previously
posted.

COURT MINUTE
FEBRUARY 18, 2014

2

ma
BRYAN TAYLOR
CANYON COUNTY
Canyon County Courthouse
1115 Albany Street
Caldwell, Idaho 83605
Telephone: (208) 454-7391

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF CANYON

THE STATE OF IDAHO
CASE NO. CR2013-26828
Plaintiff,

DISCLOSURE OF EXPERT WITNESS
PURSUANT TO I.C.R.16(b)(7) AND IRE
702,703,705

vs.
JOHN PATRICK LINZE JR,
Defendant.

COMES NOW, The Plaintiff, the State of Idaho, and submits the following Disclosure of
Expert Witness pursuant to I.C.R 16 and IRE 702, 703 and 705.
That the Plaintiff, the State ofldaho, has complied with ICR 16(b)(7) and IRE 702, 703
and 705 by submitting the following information, evidence and materials.
1) Corinna Owsley:
(a) The State discloses Corinna Owsley, Forensic Scientist II, the State will be calling
Corinna Owsley an as an expert lab analyst. The State's expert will based on education, training,
and experience testify about knowledge of controlled substances, knowledge of the processes
used to test controlled substances, knowledge about the instruments used to test controlled
DISCLOSURE OF EXPERT WITNESS
PURSUANT TO I.C.R. 16(b)(7) AND IRE
702,703,705

1

A

RIGINAL

'

substances, and the ultimate conclusions about testing controlled substances. In addition the
may provide testimony related to finger print analysis and the likelihood

finding

verifiable prints on various surfaces and how certain chemicals or extraneous factors may affect
discovery of verifiable prints. The State reserves the right to ask its expert about any other areas
of knowledge that are needed in response to cross examination or offered for rebuttal
purposes. Please see an attached copy of her curriculum vitae.

DATED this 20th day of February, 2014.

M

TTHEWR.BEVER
Deputy Prosecuting Attorney

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

I HEREBY CERTIFY that on or about this 20th day of Febnuary, 2014, I caused a true
and correct copy of the foregoing instrument to be served upon the attorney for the defendant by
the method indicated below and addressed to the following:
Canyon County Public Defender

() U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
() Hand Delivered
(X) Placed in Comi Basket
() Overnight Mail
() Facsimile
() E-Mail

TTHEW R. IBEVER
Deputy Prosecuting Attorney

DISCLOSURE OF EXPERT WITNESS
PURSUANT TO I.C.R. I6(b)(7) AND IRE
702,703,705
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE

A TE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF CANYON

STATL

lD/d-IO.
C~ase

Plaintiff_

CR-2013-26828-C
CR-2013-26810-C

j

MOTION TO SUPPRESS

''

JO!-IN Pi\TRICK LIN/L

DefendanL by and through his attorney of record, the Canyon

CO?\l
IL: l

C

s Office. and hereby moves this Honorable Court for an order

suppressing all physicai e\iJence. testimony. lab reports, photos, documents, any other
type or e\icknce and statements made by the ddendant which were obtained by the State
as a result of ar: unLm ful seizure and search of the defendant and the defendant's vehicle.
o
roli()\\i

a

tt1is Ivfotion Defendant :::tales the following facts, makes the
requests the fol lo\\ing potential e\ idence be suppressed.
STATE'.'vlENT OF RELEVANT FACTS

\1(

13. at

a.m .. Office J. Bridges (hereafter
area

and
a

Jack-in-the-Box restaurant. which is located at 101h

\an
A\enue

claims the\ chicle had a large "spider web" crack in the

inters,,.;ction of 5th A venue and Chicago

lights near
A \cnue

Street. Bridges made contact with

C

She produced an Idaho driver's license. Bridges
infoniH.:d

she stuppecl her vehicle for the large spider web crack. Bridges also
passenger in the vehicle as John Linzc (DOB
,il'C contacts. Bridges claims

bm-:
to his
Bridges\\
•

l

drugs

l\.:l11D'

. He

to rely on hearsay from other

drug paraphernalia from John.

car and called a a narcotics K-9 to assist. While

tlie h.-::! 1,, an i\ e. he wrote Rhea a citation for the damaged

'.

\\ !llU:,il

l (

e <Badge

8)

arriwd to perform an external sweep with

.~,c-'.t:ruing to Deputy Moorc·s report. the K-9 started at the front

K-9 (

drivcr·s sid1.. u the\ e,fr.:,t und went around the entire \ehicle and gave an "alert and final
at Uie frunt

the\ chicle." Based on that "alert"" the officers had Rhea and John

q

\ ~hicle. Deputy Moore noticed a

\\

door and notified Bridges. After

7

back in the vehicle. K9

n

"l

not

el
\\

saw the i
pipe \Vas

\\as heavily coated in a white
10

smoke rnethamphetamine

n1elhclmphetamine.

and John of their r..1iranda warnings. He questioned John

ri r~t.

admitted the pipe was his. John said he had not smoked in
about the
1

. John ackncrnledged the fact the pipe was

•

1;pnc1an11nc.

i ur

cdthY, ~\\

and a ;\!\RK II field test kit to test the crystal

t(,ern. rh:

contraband. In John's right pants
ku u

ti:,::.ue paper

hum mark. a silver flashlight with a green

made 1he far-n.:aching assumption that the tissue paper he

tip.

used to rrotect a glass meth pipe. The silver flashlight was
hollcmcd

1)L;

a

a c rnrnpled up piece of paper. John described the brass knuckles as
w Bridges then: \\ as no way the pair of brass knuckles could

pL,tct?d John 1 in thc: back of his patrol vehicle.

-ALLEGATIO:\'S
-

\

)

(\

\ ,_ t "-;

Bridges pulled over the vehicle

seized

\\

passenger

was

as

been

or

1011

s
K-9·

"alerC at

front of the vehicle oniy, neither

Moore had probably cause to search the
tlic \i;;hicle

mknur

questio,1 without a \alid search warrant.

1cer Bridges nor Deputy l\1oorc obtained a valid search warrant
thcrn to search the interior of the vehicle in question.
-i

:cc:ucie

D,:tc::ndant \\as un\awfully detained. and the vehicle Defendant

oassc:11;cr in was unlawfully searched. all items found in the vehicle

,x

[Jdendant's person should be suppressed because they were
unc,rnsti tutional ly.

5

stized and the vehicle Defendant was a

m \\as LE1lawr'ulh

searched.

this

led to an improper

police. ml) and ail statements that could be considered

,,f illegal activity or statements that could be considered
iflcu

s)1ou!d be suppressed because they were obtained unlawfully

H)TE:\TIAL EVIDENCE TO BE SUPPRESSED
:1- 1:-i 1:,,t

ice

::,t,rc if he has recei\ed all the of the discovery materials such as
iists. audi,, and or \ideo recordings. etc.

Nevertheless,

This includes, but is not

'
-L

8.

hy defendant to any lav, enforcement
with these matters.
CONCLl'SION
u
Ill' was

iliis inl,tion. Defendant \viii file an affida\it stating \Vhy he believes
unct sec1rchcd. Defendant resen cs the right to supplement this
ickncc and requests a hearing and oral argument on the

()fl

!)

. ]i)l

LARY G. SISSON
Assistant Public Defender

\10 l 10\..

; •

a true and correct copy of the
m
manner noted:

LARY G. SISSON
Assistant Public Defender

\10 l 10\

!()
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MARK J. MIMURA
CANYON COUNTY PUBLIC DEFENDER

Telephone: (208) 639-4610
Facsimile: (208) 639-4611
Idaho State Bar No. 6072
Attorneys for Defendant

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE STATE
OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF CANYON

STATE OF IDAHO,
Plaintiff,
vs.
JOHN PATRICK LINZE, JR.,

CASE NO. CR-2013-26828-C/
CR-2013-26810-C

AFFIDAVIT OF DKFENSE COUNSEL
IN SUPPORT OF ENLARGMENT OF
TIME FOR CONSIDERING MOTION
TO SUPPRESS

Defendant.

STATE OF IDAHO
County of Canyon

)
ss.
)

I, Lary G. Sisson, being first duly sworn, upon oath, deposes and says:
1.

I am making this affidavit based upon my personal knowledge, memory and/or
belief except where otherwise noted in this affidavit.

2.

I am an attorney employed by the Canyon County Public Defender's Office and I
am currently assigned to represent Defendant in these particular cases.

3.

These cases were assigned to the Canyon County Public Defender's Office
("CCPD") on or about November 26, 2013.

AFFIDAVIT OF DEFENSE COUNSEL IN St:PPPORT
OF El'lilaARGElHENT OF TIME FOR CONSIDERI'.\IG
MOTON TO SUPPRESS

On November

2013, the CCPD filed its

Discovery in these

matters.
to these
matters.
5.

Also on November 27, 2013, the State filed its Response to Request for
Discovery. It included a probable cause affidavit, six pages of police reports from
Officer Bridges and eight pages relating to Defendant's history.

6.

On December 3, 2013, the CCPD filed its second Request for Discovery in these
matters. The second Request was nearly identical to the first Request and was
just as comprehensive.

7.

Defendant entered a not guilty plea at a District Court Arraignment m these
matters on December 20, 2013.

8.

On December 23, 2013, these matters were assigned to me and I therefore caused
to be filed a third Request for Discovery in these matters.

Once again, this

Request was comprehensive because the State had yet to disclose any
photographs, audio recordings, video recordings, or any police reports from
Deputy Moore.
9.

On December 31, 2013, Plaintiff did file a First Supplemental Response to
Discovery in which it disclosed two short audio recordings created by Officer
Bridges and one photograph of the alleged meth pipe.

10.

On January 13, 2014, Plaintiff did file a Second Supplemental Response to
Discovery in which it disclosed the results of lab testing on the meth pipe. They

AFFIDAVIT OF DEFENSE COUNSEL IN SUPPPORT
OF ENLARGEMENT OF T[\JE FOR CONSIDERING
MOTON TO SUPPRESS

2

still had not disclosed anything additional about Deputy Moore and his drug dog's

It was then that I
Officer Bridges claimed was the
reason for his stop of the vehicle in question was so small that it could not have
been seen by Officer Bridges. Furthermore, even if it could have be seen, it was
not large enough to impair the view or driving ability of anyone operating the
vehicle.
12.

It was during that meeting that I also learned for the first time that the K-9
involved in these matters alerted at the front of the vehicle and not "near the
engine compartment" as stated in the Officer Bridges report. "Near the engine
compartment" and directly in front of the vehicle are two vastly different
locations. It was then I realized I may have another reason to file a Motion to
Suppress in these matters.

13.

As a result of that meeting, on January 24, 2014, I filed a Specific Request for
Discovery. In that Specific Request I specifically asked for the following:

a) "All police reports, audio recordings, video recordings, photographs,
and/or evidence of any kind related to police report number CI3-28782."
b) "All police reports, audio recordings, video recordings, photographs,
and/or evidence of any kind generated by, or in the possession of, Canyon
County Sheriff's Deputy Moore (#5238) that are related to these matters."
c) All training records and performance records related to the K-9 involved
in these matters.''

AFJ<'IDA VIT OF DEFENSE COCNSEL IN SUPPPORT
OF ENLARGEMENT OF TIME FOR CONSIDERING
MOTON TO SUPPRESS

3

b and

I finally received most

deadline given to the State at

above on February 21, 20

Pre-Trial Conference for these matters on

s

18,

which was

to

I

l lO

included Deputy Moore's report.

However, apparently Deputy Moore did not

create any audio or video recordings related to this incident.

I have never

received the requested materials in item a) listed above.
15.

Despite all of my reasonable efforts, and the efforts of the CCPD, presumably all
Discovery materials in the possession of the State were not given to me until
February 21, 2014.

16.

Without having al! of the Discovery materials available to me, or at least all of the
critical Discovery materials, it is extremely difficult to prepare an accurate,
coherent and persuasive Motion to Suppress in these cases

17.

or any other cases.

Consequently, I believe good cause, and/or excusable neglect, has been shown
and that Defendant should be relieved from his failure to comply with the
applicable deadline in Rule 12 of the Idaho Criminal Rule in these matters.

FURTHER YOUR AFFIANT SA YETH NAUG
DATED this 28th day of February, 2014.

SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN to before me this

IRAIS QUINTERO
Notary Public
State of Idaho

AFHDA VIT OF DEFENSE COUNSEL IN SllPPPORT
OF ENLARGEi\lENT OF Tnm FOR CONSIDERING
i\IOTON TO SUPPRESS

4

-1/i__ day of February, 2014.

I hereby certify that on the 28th day of February, 2014 served a true and correct copy of the
\Vithin and foregoing clocument upon the follo\:ving:
./ By delivering copies of the same to the designated courthouse boxes of the office(s)
indicated below.

Bryan F. Taylor
Canyon County Prosecuting Attorney
Canyon County Courthouse
1115 Albany Street
Caldwell, Idaho 83605
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Idaho State Bar
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IN THE DI

COlJRT OF THE THIRD .JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE STATE
IDAHO,

AND FOR THE COUNTY OF CANYON

STATE 01 IDA.I IO.
CASE NO.: CR-2013-26828-C /
CR-2013-26810-C

Plaintiff

\ s.

DEFENDANT'S MEMORANDUM
OF LAW IN SUPPORT OF MOTION
TO SUPPRESS

JOIIN PX! RICK Ul\/L JR ..

TO: THE HONOR/\

. COl lRT AND THE CANYON COUNTY PROSECUTING

ATf()RNl::Y

COM l:S NOW Defendant. by and through his attorneys of record. the Canyon County
Public Def'cncler·s Office. and hereby provides this Memorandum of Law in Support of
Defendant's rvlo:ion to Suppress.

STATEMENT OF RELEVANT FACTS
On

Nc1\1:1

··Bridgt:'i·l I

'.1_ J 3. 2013. at approximately 10:54 a.m .. Office J. Bridges (hereafter

1, !t• l:,l\

. n :onducting a routine patrol in the area of 9th Ave. and Freeport

DEl·T'-.U \ '-.T'S \IE\IPI< \ \!H \l di ; .,',',

I'\ S! !'PORT OI ,1ono, TO Sl !'PRESS

1

a green van bearing

m

v1s10n area.

r

5th A venue and Chicago Street

~~he produced an Idaho driver's license. Bridges inforn1cd P\..l1ca that

Rhea I~inze ( [)()lJ
le

she stopped

1,l1

the

the brge spider web crack. Bridges also claims to have recognized

Linz<.2 (DOB

as

contacts. Bridg,_
rerno\ ed drug::,

near the intersection

rns

.

He knc\V John from other police

to tely on hearsay from other officers that these other officers have

clt ug paraphz:rnaiia frnm John.

B!'idges r..:.luiw:d to his patr,11 car and ecllkd a a narcotics K-9 to assist While Bridges
\\aited fo!'

K J t,, arri

. be wrote Rhea a citation for the damaged windshield.

'(

(Badge #5238) arri\1::d to pe1 form an external sweep with his K-9

(called !lash). r\c,:oi

lCJ

Deputy Moore's report, the K-9 started at the front driver's side of

the vehicle and w-.:nt ai\>rntd the entire vehicle and gave an .. alert and final response at the front
of the vd11clc." d::iscd on that "alert" the officer~, had Rhea and John exit the vehicle.

W hi k
sticking out

as~;1st1 ng

tht: search of the inside of 1he vehicle, Deputy Moore noticed a glass pipe

or frlL ai :n rest of tne passenger door and notified Bridges.

After the searching the

vehide Deputy "fooic: t\:;;;11 pLlced K9 "Hash" back in the vehicle. K9 "Hash" showed a lot of
interesl in the das;-i c,f the vehicle bm I did not locate anything else inside the vehicle.

IH:l·T,IH \ I'S , ! L\ i' ,,.;•.'\Di '

01 !

·,,
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2

li

Bridges

to

\Vas

John
c

methamphetamine and the crystal

the·ir Miranda v,arnings. He questioned John first.

pipe \\ as his. John said he had not smoked in three months and

·

possibl_\ fon_;ol

coated in a white crystal

inside \\as

saw

,:iil ri

c1

pi

J,i/111 acknowledged the fact the pipe \Vas used for consuming

c,,non

and a NARK ll field test kit to test the crystal substance. He

in handcuffs. checked for tightness, and double locked them. He
searched

additional contraband. In John's right pants
tissue paper with a burn mark, a silver flashlight with a green

tip. and bras::;

made the for-reaching assumption that the tissue paper he

loc;ned
hollowed

to prokct a ·
tHU

meth pipe. The silver flashlight was

up piece of paper. John described the brass knuckles as a belt

U Cl Ul

buckle. bul ,1ccorchng to dndges there \\as no \\ay the pair of brass knuckles could be used to
hold up pant3.

fohn l in the back of his parrnl vehicle.
APPLICABLE LAW

Seat-ch and Seil.1.irc
- L"H\.-

,daho Constiwtion states: .. The right of the people to be
secure in their per:-,01:s. nouse:;. papers and effects against unreasonable searches and seizures

DU-T'\D \"\ 1·:, \E \i' ,1,: \ \
1 .\'.\
I'\ SI PPORI O!· \lO no, IO SI !'PRES\
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I nm

warrant is ·

a

un

Amendment to the

The

warrant
circumst~mces.

exception to the warrant

detention is a
,l ,;.S, .

requ1ren1ent. l

indi\iduai

c1111"

of th..: l ourtn

Q68· '19?.8)
\.
u
. \VheneYer an officer stops an

oo c, r•
1
J,OOi).\..t.1u

1

tht·i1 Jr(·cdom. even momentarily, that person is seized with the meaning

rnci1L

,1,1d thtrefore. the stop and detention must comply the constitution

standards

1d: Moller o/Clayton. 113 Idaho 817. 819, 748 P.2d 401 (1988);
,··
i,!ano

and

·, '.A 89...,.) p __/ ci 8''
'
1°9~)
Xb-t.
1 1 (l., t. App.
7 ::i .

and seizures are considered unreasonable per se unless they come
\\ell-delineated exceptions to the warrant

l: established

rernc..:nt. (

500 U.S. 565. 580 (1991): ,\'tote
(1

,,ll,.

about

,.1 i,11i,u 1

10

e

( 1975).

Henderson, 114 Idaho

8); Metz[!,er. 144 Idaho at 399, 162 P.3d at 778.

a suspect is justitied under the Fourth Amendment if the officer has

,)1

a reasonabk

i·.

on ;,pccific and artiCLilable facts. that the suspect has been, is, or is
, :ty. United 5i'wtes r. Brignoni-Ponce. 422 U.S. 873, 95 S.Ct. 2574

2:?6. 953 P.2d

' lI
'. .)

\.

( 1998'1: Stale v. Afanthei, 130 Idaho 237, 939

·,:a·,unac,le suspicion req11ires a lower quantum of proof than probable
.1,

stop

r":

rnu:;l

.i 0;t_7. l.!

1•

','.,Y.,, '.~.

_l

,ir,-' i'.,;J. the stop must have some indicia of reliability. In other words, the

111\1:,'

rnere

1• ',

DL~E\D, \ l ~
!< \ ,;J, ' 'li l .\,
I\ Sl l'PORI 01· \10 i
O ',I PP!U:ss

speculation. inarticulate hunches or instinct. Terry v. Ohio,
V.

1 1 I
Fl
" OWi!/'.',". l"I
:,
1aa
10

4

,o.:;
"--

.J.

9)~..,.J f) •2d 645
(Ct.• App. 1998.) ;
.

An

including any containers,

an

a

are

(l )

U.S. 798. 102 S ( t. .~!Yi' ;l

No.

): ('arm!!, .. United 5,'tates, 267 lJ.S. 132, 45 S.Ct. 280 (1925);

84 L 979 P.2d 1199 (1999): State v. GalleROS. 120 Idaho 894, 821

. I

P.2d 949 ( J l/.)1

l 02 Idaho 90, 625 P.2d 1093 (1981 ); and State v. Braendle,

'.,tdit: \

i.

contains

526 lJ.S. 295, 119 S.Ct. 1297 ( 1999): llnited Stores r Ross, 456

i '.

Staler.

the

cause to
a crime: and
rnohile.

16 (

5 2/8100).

L

an automobile contains contraband or evidence of a crime

rnust be

1ich would
·rnibc circrnnstances. See Ross:

\\arrant u

1.Cu\

1'.

determining 1i' p:
expenence.

r,

,11 "

l 18 Idaho 11 l. 795 P.2d 15 (Ct.App. 1990). In

ni1ec1

(

Swit:s, 333 U.S. 10. 68 S.Ct. 367 ( 1948): Murphy; and Ramirez.

clJc,m1:,tances. See Brinegar,. United States. 338 U.S. 160, 69 S.Ct. 1302

( 1949): and R,,r

Ii1: cl'orc. the proper inq,.tiry is whether a reasonable person in the
111cC\,

belitYe that there was a fair probability that contraband or

11c,nicular place. See !l/inois v. Gates. 462 U.S. 213, 103 S.Ct. 2317

W,h

( 1983 ): and
l>HT'\D\'\ ''-\ff\
I'\ SI Pl'ORl OI· \10

Murphy. 129 Idaho 861, 934 P.2d 34

·:,tcale must evaluate the facts using a tlexihle common-sense approach based

on the totalit'. o

officer·s circum

r.

c:Juse exists a magistrate must consider the ot1icer's training and

in addition. ine

eY,dence

sufficient to convince a magistrate to issue a

''!·•
i ·,

\!!

L\I,\

10 -,, l'l'IH ,-,

5

111

1058 (2013)

V

coun should then
all the circumstances demonstrate.
from controlled settings that a dog performs
defendant has not contested that showing. then
cause. l f. in c.:mtrast, the defendant has challenged
the rdiabil of the dog overall or of a particular
Id \\eigh the competing evidence. In all events. the court
Florida Supn:mc Court did. an inflexible set of
1h. The question··· similar to every inquiry into probable
:ill the· !acts surrounding a dog's alen. viewed through the lens
make a rcasonabl:, prudent person think that a search
or ..::vidence of a c1 ime. A sniff is up to snuff when it
ii

.\

I

11cd

seizure::, in violation of an individual's Fourth

'.ed!

as "fruit
2 l l.S. 3

1 l '>l

p

the poisonous tree." Weeks v. United States,

4 ): Hupp r Ohio.

U.S. 643. 81 S.Ct. 1684 (1961 ); and State

{1927).

CONCLUSION

~11',runcrnionc::d facts and legal precedents. Defendant respectfully
reque::,ts the '- uun s1

,ti

and scinii\::--

c: c·n !
l
(I

the e\ iclence and statements obtained as a result of the searches

,ctober I

2013.

h:bcuary. 2014.

LARY G. SISSON
A:;sistant Public Defender
!JUI\!)\\!·,
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LAR\' G. SISSON
·slant Public Defender
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF CANYON
PRESID!f\JG: JAMES C MORFITT DATE: March 18, 2014

THE STATE OF IDAHO,
Plaintiff,
vs.
JOHN PATRICK LINZE JR,
Defendant.

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

COURT MINUTE
CASE NO: CR2013-26828*C
CR2013-26810*C
TIME: 8:30 A.M.
REPORTED BY:
Debra Kreidler
DCRT4 (836-841)

This having been the time heretofore set for jury trial in the above entitled matter, the
State was represented by Mr. Matt Bever, Deputy Prosecuting Attorney for Canyon County, and
the defendant was personally present in court, with counsel, Mr. Lary Sisson.
The Court called the case and inquired of the current status.
Mr. Sisson noted the defense had previously filed a motion to suppress as well as an
affidavit supporting good cause for the delay in filing the motion, they were hoping Judge Ryan
would make a decision on having the motion to suppress or not, but as of yesterday Judge
Ryan hadn't made a decision and at this time they were in limbo.
In answer to the Court's inquiry, both parties advised the Court speedy trial was waived.
Mr. Bever advised the Court at the last hearing Judge Ryan noted that the defense
would need to articulate reasons for such a delayed motion, but didn't give any directions on if
the Court would schedule a motion. Additionally, Mr. Bever advised the Court the defense filed

COURT MINUTE
March 18, 2014

Page 1

paperwork but they have never heard from Judge Ryan

at

they don't even

if Judge Ryan would allow the motion to go forward.
The Court continued this matter until April 1st_ April 41\ 2014 at 8:30 a.m. before
Senior Judge Morfitt.

The defendant was continued released on the bond previously posted to Pretrial
Services.

COURT MINUTE
March 18, 2014

Page 2
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CANYON COUNTY
B HATFIELD, DEP~RK.

Caldwell, Idaho 83605
Telephone: (208) 454-7391

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF CANYON

THE STATE OF IDAHO
CASE NO. CR2013-26828
Plaintiff,

MOTION TO CONTINUE
JURY TRIAL AND
NOTICE OF HEARING

vs.
JOHN PATRICK LINZE JR,
Defendant.

COMES NOW, MATTHEW R. BEVER, Deputy Prosecuting Attorney of the Canyon
County Prosecuting Attorney's Office and hereby moves this Court for an Order vacating the
Jury Trial herein and resetting the same for any time after, for the reason that State's witness will
be out of town for said Jury Trial presently set on the 1st day of April, 2014.

NOTICE OF HEARING
Notice is hereby given that a hearing on the Motion filed in the above entitled matter is
scheduled for the 31st day of March, 2014, at the hour of 3 :30p.m., before the Honorable Judge
Ryan.

MOTION TO CONTINUE

ORIGINAL

DA TED this 21st day of March, 2014.

Deputy Prosecuting Attorney

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on or about this 21st day of i\1arch, 2014, I caused a true and
correct copy of the foregoing instrument to be served upon the attorney for the defendant by the
method indicated below and addressed to the following:
() U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
() Hand Delivered
(X) Placed in Court Basket
() Overnight Mail
() Facsimile
() E-Mail

Canyon County Public Defender

Mf\ TTHEW R. BEVER
Deputy Prosecuting Attorney

MOTION TO CONTINUE

2

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, !N AND FOR THE COUNTY OF CANYON
PRESIDING: THOMAS J. RYAN D,lffE: MARCH 31, 2014
THE STATE OF IDAHO,
Plaintiff,

)
)
)

)
)
vs.
JOHN PATRICK LINZE, JR.,
Defendant.

)
)
)

)
)

COURT MINUTE
CASE NO: CR2013-26828-C
CR2013-26810-C
TIME: 3:30 P.M.
DCRT3 (335-345)

REPORTED BY: Kim Saunders

This having been the time heretofore set for motion hearing in the above
entitled matters, the State was represented by Mr. Matt Bever, Deputy Prosecuting
Attorney for Canyon County, Idaho; and the defendant was present in court and
represented by Mr. Lary Sisson.
The Court called the case and noted this matter was set for hearing on the
State's motion to continue the jury trial.

It was further noted the Court had had a

conference in chambers with counsel.
The Court reviewed prior proceedings and indicated the filing of defense counsel
for there being good cause for the Court to consider the motion to suppress had not
been brought to the Court's attention.

COURT MINUTE
MARCH 31, 2014

Regarding the motion to continue, the Court granted that motion.

As to the

motion to suppress, the Court indicated there was no response from the State,
therefore, it could consider the facts set forth in Mr. Sisson's affidavit to be accurate.
In answer to the Court's inquiry, Mr. Sisson advised the Court as to when
discovery had been received.
If the discovery had not been exchanged, the Court indicated it might be grounds
for extending the time to file the motion to suppress.
Mr. Bever indicated he would respond in his response brief.
The Court believed there was good cause to hear the motion to suppress
and set the matter for hearing on the 28th day of April, 2014 at 2:45 p.m. before
this Court. Further, the Court continued the jury trial until the 20th day of May,
2014 at 8:30 a.m. before Judge Morfitt.

The Court indicated it would address any additional pre-trial issues on the 28th.
The defendant was continued released to pre-trial release on the bond previously
posted.

COURT MINUTE
MARCH 31, 2014
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MARK J. MIMURA
CANYON COUNTY PUBLIC DEFENDER

510

Caldwell, Idaho 83605
Telephone: (208) 639-4610
Facsimile: (208) 639-4611
Idaho State Bar No. 6072
Attorneys.for Defendant

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF CANYON
STA TE OF IDAHO,
Case No. CR-2013-~
CR-2013-16810-C

Plaintiff,
vs.

AFFIDAVIT OF DEFENDANT IN
SUPPORT OF MOTION TO SUPPRESS

JOHN PATRICK LINZE, JR.,
Defendant.

STATE OF IDAHO

)

County of Canyon

ss.
)

I, JOHN PA TRICK LINZE, JR., hereby swear, declare, verify, affirm and say:
1.

I am making this affidavit based upon my personal knowledge, memory and/or belief.

2.

I am the defendant in this matter.

3.

On or about November 13, 2013 around 11:00 a.m. an officer from the Caldwell
Police Department stopped the vehicle my wife, Rhea Linze, was driving
and in which I was riding, by using the overhead lights on his police

AFFIDAVIT OF DEFENDANT IN
SUPPORT OF MOTION TO SUPPRESS

vehicle in Caldwell, Idaho.

I

5.

not

The officer eventually informed both my wife and me that he stopped our vehicle
because of a "spider web" crack on the windshield of our vehicle. However, the
"spider web" crack was so small that:
a.

It would have been impossible for the officer to see this crack unless he was

standing by the vehicle while it was in the parked position, and
b.

It did not, and could not, impede the ability of any driver to clearly see out the

windshield.
6.

A short time after our vehicle was stopped a dog sniffed the exterior of our vehicle.
At appeared to me that it did not alert on our vehicle at all. However, if it did alert it
was when the dog was directly in front of the engine of our vehicle.

7.

I was ordered to exit the vehicle and the officers then began searching the vehicle
without my permission, without the permission of my wife, and without showing
either of us a search warrant. At no time during my contact with the officers did my
wife or I give them consent to search the vehicle. At no time during our contact with
the officers did my wife or I see a warrant to search the vehicle.

8.

After searching the vehicle the officer gave me a Miranda warning and then began to
ask me about some drug paraphernalia that he claimed he found inside the vehicle.

9.

I did briefly answer some of the officer questions and may have made some
statements that could be used against me during a jury trial.

AFFIDAVIT OF DEFENDANT IN
SUPPORT OF MOTION TO SUPPRESS
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10.

As a result of the illegal
me
statements

l 1.

by the police, a number of items that I believe will
were

police

me

I have provided photographs to my attorneys that show the size of the spider web
crack and its location on the windshield. Those photographs are true and accurate
representations of who the windshield looked on November 13, 2013.

FURTHER YOUR AFFIANT SA YETH NAUGHT.

¥31/ /U

DA

SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN to before me this

!RAIS QUINTERO

Notary Public
State of Idaho'

AFFIDAVIT OF DEFENDANT IN
SUPPORT OF MOTION TO SUPPRESS

_J_L_ day of March, 2014.

N ~ ·
Residing at: c°~""
My Commission ires:

3

~

3/.?/l/l

.,

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
onthe
day
~,201 I
the individual(s) named below in

a true
manner

correct

the same to the courthouse box of the attorney(s) indicated below.
Canyon County Prosecutor's Office
1115 Albany Street
Caldwell, Idaho 83605

LARY G. SISSON
Assistant Public Defender

AFFIDAVIT OF DEFENDANT IN
SUPPORT OF MOTION TO SUPPRESS
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1115 Albany Street
Caldwell, Idaho 83605
Telephone: (208) 454-7391

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF CANYON

THE STATE OF IDAHO
CASE NO. CR2013-26828
Plaintiff
OBJECTION TO MOTION TO
SUPPRESS EVIDENCE

vs.
JOHN PATRICK LINZE JR,
Defendant.

COMES NOW, the Plaintiff: State of Idaho, by and through its attorney,
MATTHEW R. BEVER and does hereby respond to the defendant's motion to suppress as
follows.

Statement of Facts

On November 25 111 of last year Officer Bridges, of the Caldwell Police Department was
on duty. At approximately 11 :00 a.m. Officer Bridges saw a green van leave the Jack in Box on
1ot11, and noticed that the front windshield had a large spider crack in the driver's vision area.
For this violation Officer Bridges stopped the driver of that van.

OBJECTION TO MOTION TO
SUPPRESS EVIDENCE

ORIGINA

The driver of the van was identified as Rhea Linze and the passenger was identified as
information and
to

to

a

Officer

for

As he \Vas doing this Deputy Moore with the Canyon County Sheriffs office arrived with his K9 and was asked by Officer Bridges to deploy his K-9 for a sniff around the van. During this
sniff Deputy Moore's K-9 ale1ied at the front of the van. At this time the van was still running
and Deputy Moore was able to hear that the fans were running so Deputy Moore suspected the
alert causing smell was likely coming from within the van.
Officer Bridges was advised of the ale1i and asked the driver and the defendant to get out
of the van. Officers and the K-9 then searched the interior of the van. The K-9 alerted again on
the dash area, and Deputy Moore saw a glass pipe on the passenger door. Nothing else was
located by the officers.
Officer Bridges advised the defendant of his rights by giving a Miranda warning and the
defendant waived his right and agreed to answer questions. The defendant admitted the pipe was
his, but that he had not smoked it in months and had forgotten about it.
Officer Bridges tested the white crystal substance in the pipe and it tested presumptive
positive for methamphetamine. The result and admission caused the defendant to be before the
court on his current charges. Ms. Linze, who was the owner and driver of the van, was cited for
the windshield violation in CR2013-26805-C and later chose to fix the windshield in lieu of
contesting the violation or paying the fine.

Argument

I.

A spider crack on a front windshield in a driver's view creates reasonable
suspicion for a constitutionally compliant traffic stop.

OBJECTION TO MOTION TO
SUPPRESS EVIDENCE
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It has long been settled that the 4th Amendment's protections prohibit officers from
traffic

to

41 ,4

(1981).

a

Amendment if

officer has a "reasonable and articulable suspicion that the vehicle is being driven contrary to
[Idaho] traffic laws." State v. Roe, 140 Idaho 176, 180 (2004 ). This requires a showing that the
officer has a particularized and objective basis for suspecting a traffic law violation. Cortez, at
417.
There have been a number ofldaho cases holding that a driver's traffic infraction
surpasses the reasonable suspicion requirement by establishing probable cause. In Stale v.

Fanning the Court held that exceeding the posted speed limit established probable cause for a
traffic stop. 117 Idaho 655, 657 (Ct. App. 1990). In State v. Wight driving up on the curb
established probable cause. 117 Idaho 604, 607 (Ct. App. 1990). In State v. Schmidt driving
through a red light established probable cause. 121 Idaho 381, 383 (1992). In State v. Dewbre
failing to signal lane movement established probable cause. 133 Idaho 663, 667 (Ct. App. 1999).
Idaho Code§ 49-902(1) prohibits drivers from driving cars upon highways in an "unsafe
condition." The Court actually addressed this code section in State v. Kinser vvhich had
analogously similar facts. 141 Idaho 557 (Ct. App. 2005). In Kinser an officer stopped a driver
of a car for a cracked windshield believing the broken windshield to be an equipment violation.

Id at 558. Ms. Kinser was actually a passenger in the car that was ultimately searched incident
to arrest because the driver was arrested. Id

The search led to evidence of the crimes the

defendant was ultimately charged with. The Court held that "operation of a vehicle with a
cracked windshield could be unsafe and dangerous," providing reasonable suspicion. Id It then

OBJECTION TO MOTION TO
SUPPRESS EVIDENCE

affirmed the denial of the motion to suppress because the officer's testimony and photographs
court to
states

area.

\Vas a

crack in the driver's view could impair the driver's safe view of oncoming traffic, pedestrians,
and impair her ability to make safe movements or turns. Reasoning similar to this caused the
Court in Kinser to find that a cracked windshield did create reasonable suspicion. Apparently the
driver of the van, Ms. Linze, also agreed that her windshield was dangerous because in CR201326802-C Ms. Linze chose not to challenge the violation, but rather chose to fix it in lieu of a fine.
That admission of sons appears to suppoI1 a finding of reasonable suspicion.
II.

The K-9 sniff did not impermissibly extend the traffic stop and the positive alert
by a certified K-9 created probable cause to search the van.

Once stopped an officer's "investigative detention must be temporary and last no longer than
necessary to effectuate the purpose of the stop." State v. Ramirez, 145 Idaho 886,889 (Ct. App.
2008). There is no '·rigid time limit" for traffic stops, and "brief inquiries not otherwise related
to the initial purpose of the stop do not necessarily violate a detainees FouI1h Amendment
rights." Id.
An officer who stops a car and has probable cause to search may do so pursuant to the
automobile exception. Wyoming v. Houghton, 526 U.S. 295, 301 (1999).

Probable cause is

when an officer has information that would lead a "person of reasonable caution" to believe
evidence in contained within. State v. Yeownans, 144 Idaho 871, 873 (Ct. App. 2007).
·'Probable cause is a flexible common-sense standard. A practical, nontechnical probability that
incrimination evidence is present is all that is required. Id. In a K-9 situation "when a reliable
drug-detection dog indicates that a lawfully stopped automobile contains the odor of controlled
substance, the officer has probable cause to believe that there are drugs in the automobile and

OBJECTION TO MOTION TO
SUPPRESS EVIDENCE
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Id. Fu1iher an eventual search is constitutionally complaint if the traffic stop is not
V.

141

App.

passenger, and asked a few questions about drugs, but it does not appear he prolonged that
process. He then returned to his car as Deputy Moore was arriving to use his state certified K-9
for an exterior sniff. Officer Bridges then began the citation writing process as the sniff was
occurring. It was during this time that a certified K-9 alerted to a smell that could reasonably
have come from the passenger compartment creating the probable cause to search the van.
Further once within the van the dog continued to show interest in the dash area, and although
nothing was found this continued response seems to confirm the original alert. This occurred
within the permissible time of detention because the citation writing process had not yet
concluded. Once the reliable alert happened Officer Bridges had probable cause to search the car
and the resulting detention was permissible because of the automobile exception. Therefore
there was no constitution violation as a result of the search and resulting detention.

Conclusion
The defendant was briefly detained during constitutionally compliant traffic stop. While
the purpose of the traffic stop was still being executed a K-9 alert occurred resulting in probable
cause to search the van and also further detain the defendant. Therefore the defendant's
constitutional rights were not violated and the State asks that the defendant's motion to suppress
be denied.

DATED this 10 1h day of April, 2014.
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MATTHEW R. BEVER
Deputy Prosecuting

I HEREBY CERTIFY that on or about this 10th day of April, 2014, I caused a true and
conect copy of the foregoing instrument to be served upon the attorney for the defendant by the
method indicated below and addressed to the following:
Canyon County Public Defender

() U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
() Hand Delivered
(X) Placed in Court Basket
() Overnight Mail
() Facsimile
() E-Mail

Deputy Prosecuting Attorney
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MARK J. MIMURA
CANYON COUNTY PUBLIC DEFENDER

F I A.b:

1Y1:1.M.

APR 23 2014

Caldwell, Idaho 83605
Telephone: (208) 639-4610
Facsimile: (208) 639-461 !
Idaho State Bar No. 6072

Attorneys for Defendant

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STA TE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF CANYON
STATE OF IDAHO,
Case No. C R - 2 0 1 ~
CR-2013-16810-C

Plaintiff,
vs.

SECOND AFFIDAVIT OF DEFENDANT
IN SUPPORT OF MOTION TO SUPPRESS

JOHN PATRICK LINZE, JR.,
Defendant

STA TE OF IDAHO

)

County of Canyon

ss.
)

I, JOHN PATRICK LINZE, JR., hereby swear, declare, verify, affirm and say:
l.

I am making this affidavit based upon my personal knowledge, memory and/or belief

2.

I am the defendant in this matter.

3.

On or about January 19, 2014, my wife, Rhea, took photographs of our vehicle that
was the subject of a seizure and search on November 25, 2013 by an officer from the
Caldwell Police Department.

SECOND AFFIDAVIT OF DEFENDANT IN
SUPPORT OF l\IOTION TO SUPPRESS

4.

At the time the photographs were taken, our minivan was in

it 1.vas on

same

2013.

on our windshield was

were

than on November 25, 2013.
5.

Explanations of the attached Exhibits are as follows:
a.

Exhibit A is a photograph of the rear window of our minivan from a short

distance. The rear window is tinted. Thus, it would have been impossible to see the
"spider web" crack on our windshield from behind the vehicle.
b.

Exhibit B is a photograph of driver's side and rear of our minivan from a

short distance. The two of the three side windows are tinted. Once again, it would
have been impossible to see the "spider \Veb" crack on our windshield from a
side/rear angle in relation to the vehicle.
c.

Exhibit C is a photograph of the windshield of the minivan while standing

right in front of the minivan. The "spider web" crack on our windshield is located at
the top of the windshield near the center of it.
d.

Exhibit D is a photograph of the windshield of the minivan while standing

right in front, and slightly to the driver side, of the minivan.
e.

Exhibit Eis a photograph of the windshield of the minivan while standing on

the passenger side of the minivan and just in front of the radio antenna.
f.

Exhibit Fis a photograph of the windshield of the minivan while standing in

front of the minivan but slightly farther back than the photograph in Exhibit C.
G.

Exhibit G is a photograph of the windshield of the minivan while standing to

SECOND AFFIDAVIT OF DEFENDANT IN
SUPPORT OF MOTION TO SUPPRESS
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the front and slightly on the

me
the "large 'spider web' crack in the driver vision area."
7.

Based on my perceptions on the November 25, 2013, and these supporting
photographs, it is my belief that:
a.

The ·'spider web'' crack was not in the driver's vision area, and

b.

Unless the officer was standing right next to the minivan, it would have

been impossible for him to see the "spider web" crack before he pulled over and
seized us and our minivan and approached our vehicle.
FURTHER YOUR AFFJANT SA YETH NAUGHT.

//

/1/i

/:/ /

~/

/ '~

.-//

/~----,/.//

JOipef/PATRICK LINZ,JR.
/

SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN to before me this

IAAIS OUINTERO
Notary Public
State of Idaho·

SECOND AFFIDA \'IT OF DEFENDANT IN
SUPPORT OF l\IOTION TO SUPPRESS

27

i/

day of April, 2014.

r:··-----~;>
3/e=s

Notary Public for I ~ .
Res1·ct·mg at: C~zn-· c -eu.~
MyCommissio ~pires:

3

CERTIFICATE OF
true

cmTect

upon the
./ By delivering copies of the same to the cou1thouse box of the attorney(s) indicated below.
Canyon County Prosecutor's Office
I I 15 Albany Street
Caldv,ell, Idaho 83605

LARY G. SISSON
Assistant Public Defender

SECOND AFFIDAVIT OF DEFEI'.DANT IN
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IN

DISTRICT COURT

THE THIRD JUDiCIAL DISTRICT OF THE

STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF CANYON
PRESIDING: THOMAS J. RYAN DATE: APRIL 28, 2014
THE STATE OF IDAHO,
Plaintiff,

)

)
)
)
)
)
)

vs.
JOHN PATRICK LINZE, JR.,

)

COURT MINUTE
CASE NO: CR2013-26828-C
CR2013-26810-C
TIME: 2:45 P.M.
DCRT3 (254)

)

Defendant.

)

REPORTED BY: Kim Saunders

This having been the time heretofore set for motion hearing in the above
entitled matter, the State was represented by Mr. Matt Bever, Deputy Prosecuting
Attorney for Canyon County, Idaho; and the defendant was present in court and
represented by Mr. Lary Sisson.
The Court called the case and noted this matter was set for hearing on the
defense's motion to suppress.
Mr. Sisson believed the filing of the affidavits shifted the burden over to the State
to prove the stop was legitimate.
The State's first witness, JOSHUA BRIDGES, was called, sworn by the clerk,
direct examined, and cross-examined. Defense's exhibits A, marked by the clerk, was
identified by the witness as a printout of his log from dispatch.

COURT MINUTE
APRIL 28, 2014

The witness was continued cross-examined.

Mr. Sisson offered defense's

exhibit A. There being no objection, the Court admitted defense's exhibit A.
The witness was continued cross-examined, re-direct examined, and re-cross
examined.
In answer to the Court's inquiry, Mr. Bever requested the officer not be excused
yet.
The State's second witness, BRYCE MOORE, was called, sworn by the clerk,
direct examined, cross-examined, re-direct examined, and re-cross examined.
The witness was excused.
Mr. Bever had no further testimony to present.
Mr. Sisson had no testimony to present.
Mr. Sisson presented argument in support of the motion.
Mr. Bever objected and presented argument.
Mr. Sisson presented further argument.
The Court took this matter under advisement.
The defendant was continued released to pre-trial release on the bond previously
posted.

COURT MINUTE
APRIL 28, 2014
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COlJNTY OF CANYON
)
)

STATE OF IDAHO,

)
)

Plaintiff,

)
)
)
)
)
)
)

vs.

JOHN PA TRICK LINZE JR.,
Defendant.

CASE NO. CR 2013-26828
CR 2013-26810

MEMORANDUM DECISION
UPON MOTION TO SUPPRESS

)
)

The above-captioned case came on for hearing on April 28, 2014 upon defendant's Motion
to Suppress. The State was represented by Matthew Bever, Deputy Prosecuting Attorney. The
defendant was represented by his attorney, Mr. Lary Sisson.
Bridges and Deputy Bryce Moore to testify.

The State called Officer Joshua

The Court has considered the briefing, the testimony

and exhibits admitted at the hearing, the affidavit of the defendant with attached exhibits and oral
arguments presented by counsel, and hereby finds as follows.
PROCEDURAL HISTORY
On December 12, 2013, the State filed criminal Information against the defendant charging
him with Possession of a Controlled Substance.

On February 28, 2014, the defendant filed a

Motion to Suppress. Although the motion was not filed within the time limits set forth in I.C.R 12,
the Court found that good cause existed for the delay based upon the affidavit of counsel filed
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contemporaneously with the motion to suppress. On April I,
Support

filed an

Motion to Suppress.

the State filed an

to

the

to
a

Support of Defendant's Motion to Suppress. The defendant, John Patrick Linze Jr.,
seeks to suppress all evidence seized from the officers' warrantless search of his vehicle after he
and his wife were stopped by Officer Bridges.
FINDINGS OFFACT
On November 25, 2013, at approximately 10: 19 a.m., Officer Bridges conducted a traffic
stop on a vehicle in the area of 9th Ave. and Freeport St. in Caldwell, Idaho. Officer Bridges
testified that he initiated the stop based on his observation that the vehicle had a "spider-web"
cracked front windshield in violation of LC. 49-902.

Officer Bridges testified that he made

contact with the driver, Rhea Monique Linze, and explained his reason for making the stop. The
defendant, John Patrick Linze Jr., was a passenger in the vehicle.
Officer Bridges testified that after making contact with the occupants of the vehicle, he
ran both the driver's and passenger's information and checked whether both parties had any
outstanding warrants. At that time, Officer Bridges testified that he obtained information from
other officers who stated that the defendant had an extensive drug history and had recently been
stopped by other officers who found drug items on him. Officer Bridges testified that he called
for a Canyon County Sheriff's Office Deputy K-9 unit at approximately 10:28 a.m. to conduct an
exterior sweep of the vehicle. While he waited for the canine unit to arrive, Officer Bridges
testified that he continued conducting the warrant checks for Mr. and Mrs. Linze and wrote Mrs.
Linze a citation for driving with a cracked windshield. Officer Bridges testified that he did not
purposefully delay the process to allow the canine unit to arrive.
Both Officer Bridges and Deputy Moore testified that Deputy Moore arrived at 10:38
a.m.; ten minutes after Officer Bridges requested the canine unit. Deputy Moore testified that
upon arriving, he spoke with Officer Bridges for a few seconds and then approached the driver of
the vehicle. Deputy Moore testified that he told her what he was going to do and asked for
consent to search the interior of the vehicle. Neither party gave consent to search the vehicle so
Deputy Moore walked his canine around the exterior of the vehicle.
Deputy Moore testified that it took 30 seconds before his canine gave a positive alert at
the front of the vehicle near the engine. After the canine alert, Deputy Moore testified that both
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searched the interior of the vehicle.

also

to

he visually
the
armrest. Upon finding the pipe, Officer Bridges stated that he advised the

defendant and his \Vife of their Miranda rights. After the Miranda warning, Officer Bridges
stated that the defendant admitted ownership of the pipe and admitted that he used the pipe to
consume methamphetamine. Officer Bridges stated that he received a presumptive positive test
for methamphetamine and the pipe was sent to the lab to confirm the contents.
ISSUES

First, the defendant argues that he was unlawfully stopped and seized without reasonable
articulable suspicion that either he or his wife committed a crime or infraction. Second, the
defendant argues that the duration of the traffic stop lasted longer than necessary to effectuate the
purpose of the stop. Lastly, the defendant argues that the canine is unreliable and that Officer
Bridges and Deputy Moore did not have probable cause to search the interior of the vehicle
without a warrant because the canine only alerted to the front exterior of the car. Consequently,
defendant argues that the scope of the stop \Vas exceeded and all evidence should be suppressed.
The State objects to the defendant's Motion to Suppress on the grounds that the vehicle's
cracked front windshield gave Officer Bridges reasonable suspicion that the vehicle was being
driven contrary to Idaho traffic laws. Specifically, Idaho Code § 49-902(1) prohibits operating a
vehicle upon highways in an "unsafe condition." The State also argues that the length of the
detention was reasonable considering the purpose of the stop. Lastly, the State argues that the
canine gave a reliable alert, and therefore, officers had probable cause to search the interior of
the vehicle.
ANALYSIS
1. Did Officer Bridges have a reasonable, articulable suspicion to initiate a traffic stop?

The stop of a vehicle constitutes a "seizure" of the occupants that implicates the Fourth
Amendment guarantee against unreasonable searches and seizures. State v. Horton, 150 Idaho 300,
302, 246 P.3d 673, 675 (Ct. App. 2010); citing Delaware v. Prouse, 440 U.S. 648, 653, 99 S.Ct.
1391, 1395-96, 59 L.Ed.2d 660, 667 (1979); United States v. Brignoni-Ponce, 422 U.S. 873, 878,
95 S.Ct. 2574, 2578-79, 45 L.Ed.2d 607, 614-15 (1975). Therefore, in order for such a stop to be
lawful, it must be based upon an officer's reasonable suspicion that the vehicle is being driven
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contrary to traffic
411,417, 101

or that other criminal activity is afoot. United
1, 628-29 (I

131 Idaho

449

In re

(1998).

than

cause but more than speculation or instinct on the part of the officer. State v. Van Dorne,
139 Idaho 961,963, 88 P.3d 780, 782 (Ct.App.2004). The reasonableness of the suspicion must be
evaluated upon the totality of the circumstances-the information knovm to the officer at the time of
the stop must yield a particularized and objective basis for the officer's suspicion. Id.
Limited investigatory detentions are permissible when justified by an officer's reasonable
articulable suspicion that a person has committed, or is about to commit, a crime. State v. Bishop,
146 Idaho 804, 81 I, 203 P.3d 1203, 1210 (2009).
Officer Bridges testified that he saw a cracked front windshield on the defendant's
vehicle from 30 feet away. He also testified that the crack was in front of the driver's line of
sight. Based on his observation, he initiated the traffic stop. In support of finding reasonable
suspicion, the State argues that the Idaho Court of Appeals previously determined that operating
a vehicle with a cracked windshield "could be unsafe and dangerous, and therefore, provides
reasonable articulable suspicion for a traffic stop." State v. Kinser, 141 Idaho 557,559, 112 P.3d
845, 847 (Ct. App. 2005). In that case, the defendant argued that the driver's vision was not
obstructed because the crack was only on the passenger side of the vehicle and therefore, could
only obstruct the passenger's view. Id at 847. However, the Court of Appeals determined that
the "photographic evidence of the cracked windshield, as well as the officer's testimony,
provided substantial and competent evidence supporting the district court's finding that the
cracked windshield in this case could impair the driver's ability to see and therefore, implicated
LC. § 49-902(1 ). The traffic stop was therefore supported by reasonable suspicion." Id
The defendant argues that Officer Bridges could not have seen a crack in the windshield
from 30 feet away because the crack was too small and it did not obstruct the driver's view. In
support of his argument, the defendant filed a Second Affidavit on April 23, 2014, which he
claims contains photographs of the front windshield of the vehicle that
and search.

\Nas

subject to the stop

The defendant claims that the photographs were taken on January 19, 2014.

However, each photograph shows a date printed on the bottom right comer reading January 19,
2008. The parties never addressed this inconsistency and the Court is not in the position to
speculate the reason for the inconsistent dates. Therefore, this Court will give the conflicting
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the appropriate weight that it deserves.
Pursuant to Idaho Rule of Evidence

citation

Officer Bridges
of LC. 49-902(1 ), In that case, on February

m

2014, Ms. Linze filed a Motion and

Affidavit to Set Aside Default Judgment on Civil Infraction and attached a receipt from Safelite
Auto Glass for windshield repairs in the amount of $255.99. The court in that case dismissed the
citation after receiving proof of repair. Thus, Rhea Linze did not contest whether the crack in the
\vindshield could obstruct the driver's view; but, instead chose to repair the windshield.
After evaluating the totality of the circumstances including Officer Bridges' testimony, the
affidavits and argument presented by the Defendants, and taking judicial notice of CR-2013-26802
and the receipt for the windshield repair, this Court finds that Officer Bridges had a reasonable
articulable suspicion that the vehicle had a cracked front windshield and was being driven contrary
to traffic laws.
2. \Vas the defendant detained longer than reasonably necessary to effectuate the purpose of
the stop?
The defendant argues that even if Officer Bridges had a legal reason to stop the vehicle,
Officer Bridges unreasonably extended the duration of the stop by proceeding to institute a drug
investigation, which created an illegal detention.
The Fourth Amendment to the United States Constitution prohibits unreasonable searches
and seizures.

Its purpose is "to impose a standard of 'reasonableness' upon the exercise of

discretion by government officials, including law enforcement agents, in order to 'safeguard the
privacy and security of individuals against arbitrary invasions.' " Delaware v. Prouse, 440 U.S.
648, 653-54, 99 S.Ct. 1391, 1395-96, 59 L.Ed.2d 660 (1979) (quoting Marshall v. Barlow's,
Inc., 436 U.S. 307, 312, 98 S.Ct. 1816, 1820, 56 L.Ed.2d 305 (1978)). The stop of a vehicle

constitutes a seizure of its occupants and is therefore subject to Fourth Amendment restraints.
Prouse at 653, 99 S.Ct. at 1395-96; State v. Roark, 140 Idaho 868, 870, 103 P.3d 481, 483
(Ct.App.2004); State v. Robertson, 134 Idaho 180, 184,997 P.2d 641,645 (Ct.App.2000); State
v. Flowers, 131 Idaho 205, 208, 953 P.2d 645, 648 (Ct.App.1998); State v. Sevy, 129 Idaho 613,
1

Idaho Rule of Evidence 20I(e) Judicial notice of adjudicative facts. When discretionary. A court may take
judicial notice, whether requested or not. When a court takes judicial notice of records, exhibits or transcripts from
the court file in the same or separate case, the court shall identify the specific documents or items that were so
noticed.
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14-1

930 P.2d 1358, 1359-60 (Ct.App.1997).

it is
not

"Although a vehicle stop is limited

a "constitutionally cognizable"
law

Pn1,r.ri~Prl1PT1t

. Ranzirez, 145 Idaho 886, 888-89, 187 P.3d 1261, 1263-64 (Ct. App. 2008)
citing Prouse, 440 U.S. at 661, 99 S.Ct. 1391. Because a traffic stop is limited in scope and

duration, it is analogous to an investigative detention and is analyzed under the principles set
forth in Terry v. Ohio, 392 U.S. 1, 88 S.Ct. 1868, 20 L.Ed.2d 889 (1968). Prouse, 440 U.S. at
653, 99 S.Ct. 1391; State v. Stewart, 145 Idaho 641, 181 P.3d 1249 (Ct.App.2008).
In determining the length of a roadside detention, the Court considers the scope of the
detention and the law enforcement purposes of the stop as outlined in State v. Ramirez.

In

Ramirez, the Court of Appeals articulated the standard for determining the reasonable length of

detention.
An investigative detention must be temporary and last no longer
than necessary to effectuate the purpose of the stop. State v. Roe,
140 Idaho 176, 181, 90 P.3d 926, 931 (Ct.App.2004); State v.
Gutierrez, 137 Idaho 647, 651, 51 P.3d 461, 465 (Ct.App.2002).
There is no rigid time-limit for determining when a detention has
lasted longer than necessary; rather, a court must consider the
scope of the detention and the law enforcement purposes to be
served, as well as the duration of the stop. United ,S'tates v. Sharpe,
470 U.S. 675, 685-86, 105 S.Ct. 1568, 1574-76, 84 L.Ed.2d 605
(1985); State v. Soukharith, 253 Neb. 310, 570 N.W.2d 344, 355
(1997). Where a person is detained, the scope of detention must be
carefully tailored to its underlying justification. Roe, 140 Idaho at
181, 90 P.3d at 931; State v. Parkinson, 135 Idaho 357, 361, 17
P .3d 301, 305 (Ct.App.2000). The scope of the intrusion permitted
will vary to some extent with the particular facts and circumstances
of each case. Roe, 140 Idaho at 181, 90 P.3d at 931; Parkinson,
135 Idaho at 361, 17 P.3d at 305.
In Ramirez, the Court further stated that:
However, brief inquiries not otherwise related to the initial purpose
of the stop do not necessarily violate a detainee's Fourth
Amendment rights. Roe, 140 Idaho at 181, 90 P .3d at 931. Any
routine traffic stop might tum up suspicious circumstances that
could justify an officer asking further questions unrelated to the
stop. State v. Myers, 118 Idaho 608, 613, 798 P.2d 453, 458
(Ct.App.1990). The officer's observations, general inquiries, and
events succeeding the stop may-and often do-give rise to
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legitimate reasons for particularized lines of inquiry and further
investigation by an officer. Id. Accordingly, the length and scope
the initial investigatory detention may be lawfully expanded if
and specific
that justify
detained person
or is about to be
engaged in criminal activity. Id
In Ramirez, the defendant's first chalienge to the length of the stop addressed the trooper's
questioning as to matters unrelated to the stop. "Typically, a reasonable investigation of a traffic
stop may include asking for the driver's license and registration, requesting the drive to sit in the
patrol car, and asking the driver about his destination and purpose." Ramirez, 145 Idaho at 889-90;

citing Parkinson, 135 Idaho at 363, 17 P.3d at 307. "Brief, general questions about drugs and
weapons, in and of themselves do not extend an otherwise lawful detention." Id. The Court of
Appeals explained that questions unrelated to the stop are pem1issible so long as they do not
extend the length of detention "past the point reasonably justified by the initial stop." Ramirez,
145 Idaho at 889-90; citing State v. Wallace, 251 Wis.2d 625, 642 N. W.2d 549, 554 (2002).
In Ramirez, the defendant's second challenge to the length of the stop addressed his
belief that the trooper intentionally delayed issuing the citation to allow time for a second officer
to arrive with his drug dog. However, the Court of Appeals determined that the trooper did not
delay his investigation until the drug dog arrived and in response to defendant's argument, the
Court of Appeals articulated the following:
The United States Supreme Court has held that a drug dog sniff is
not a search, and may be performed during a traffic stop without
violating the Fourth Amendment. Illinois v. Caballes, 543 U.S.
405,409, 125 S.Ct. 834, 837-38, 160 L.Ed.2d 842 (2005); see also
Aguirre, 141 Idaho at 563, 112 P.3d at 851. The Court emphasized
that the stop was not lengthened by the use of the dog, and held
that any intrusion on privacy interests did not "rise to the level of a
constitutionally cognizable infringement." Caballes, 543 U.S. at
409, 125 S.Ct. 834. Similarly, in Parkinson, 135 Idaho at 363, 17
P.3d at 307, this Court found that an officer's questions regarding
drugs, alcohol, and weapons, and running a dog around the
perimeter of the vehicle while a second officer was writing and
issuing citations did not violate the driver's privacy or Fourth
Amendment rights. Once again, the focus of the court's analysis
revealed that the stop was not lengthened by the use of the drug
dog, thereby avoiding any Fourth Amendment violations. Our
consideration therefore turns on whether there was any delay or
lengthening of the stop.
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Ramirez, I

Idaho 886,890, 187 P.3d 1261, 1265

App. 2008).
at 10: 19 a.m.

at 1

a

a.m.

the stop to

the time he called for Deputy Moore's canine unit, Officer Bridges testified that he spoke with both
the defendant and his wife and explained why he initiated the stop. Officer Bridges testified that he
went back to his car and checked whether there were any outstanding warrants. At that time,
Officer Bridges testified that he obtained information from other officers who stated that the
defendant had an extensive history of drug use and had recently been stopped by other officers who
found drugs on him. At that point, Officer Bridges stated that he called for a canine unit. \Vhile he
waited for Deputy Moore to arrive, Officer Bridges testified that he \\Tote Mrs. Linze a citation for
driving with a cracked windshield. Both Officer Bridges and Deputy Moore testified that Deputy
Moore arrived within ten minutes of being called to the scene. There was no evidence that Officer
Bridges unlawfully delayed the defendant or extended the duration of the stop any longer than
\Vas reasonable.
Based on the foregoing analysis, this Court finds that the length of the investigatory
detention was not unlawfully extended from the time of the initial stop to the time Corporal
Moore's canine gave a positive alert on the vehicle.
3. Does a canine's alert to the front exterior of a vehicle give probable cause for searching the
interior of the vehicle?

Additionally, the defendant challenges the canine's reliability in alerting to the presence
of illegal drugs. "The admission of testimony regarding a drug dog's positive indication requires
a foundation showing the dog's training and reliability." State v. Braendle, 134 Idaho 173, 175,
997 P.2d 634, 636 (Ct. App. 2000); See, e.g., United States v. Diaz, 25 F.3d 392, 394 (6th
Cir.1994); United States v. Lingenfelter, 997 F.2d 632, 639 (9th Cir.1993); United States v.

Klein, 626 F.2d 22, 27 (7th Cir.1980); United States v. Race, 529 F.2d 12, 14 (lst Cir.1976). In
this case, Deputy Moore testified that he had over ten years of experience as a canine handler.
He also presented testimony concerning his training in handling Hash, the canine that conducted
the search. He provided testimony concerning Hash's required weekly maintenance training, his
prior experience with Hash, and their dog and handler certification.

He also described the

certification requirements for detecting illegal drugs and stated that he had no issues or concerns
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was not functioning as trained.
on

Hash

illegal drugs had previously been there.
which left a lingering odor. Therefore, in Moore's opinion, Hash did not actually give any false
positives. Instead, he detected the odor of drugs, even though the drugs were no ionger in that
location.
"Whether a sufficient foundation has been laid for the admission of evidence is an issue
committed to the discretion of the trial court." Braendle, 134 Idaho at 175: citing State v. Bush,
131 Idaho 22, 34,951 P.2d 1249, 1261 (1997); State v. Hagedorn. 129 Idaho 155,160,922 P.2d
1081, 1086 (Ct.App.1996). Although there was conflicting evidence, based on the testimony
given by Deputy Moore, this Court finds that sufficient foundation was established to show that
the canine in this case provided a reliable alert.
Lastly, the defendant argues that the canine alerted to the front exterior of the vehicle and
therefore, did not give officers probable cause to search the interior of the vehicle. However,
"when a reliable drug-detection dog indicates that a lawfully stopped automobile contains the
odor of controlled substances, the officer has probable cause to believe that there are drugs in the
automobile and may search it without a warrant." State v. Yeoumans, 144 Idaho 871, 873-74,
172 P.3d 1146, 1148-49 (Ct. App. 2007) citing State v. Gibson, 141 Idaho 277,281, 108 P.3d
424, 429 (Ct. App. 2005). Furthermore, "if probable cause justifies the search of a lawfully
stopped vehicle, it justifies the search of every part of the vehicle and its contents that may
conceal the object of the search." Gibson, 141 Idaho at 281. Therefore, once the canine alerted
and indicated that the vehicle contained the odor of controlled substances; officers had probable
cause to conduct a warrantless search of the vehicle.
Based on the foregoing analysis, this court finds that Officer Bridges had reasonable
suspicion to initiate a stop of the vehicle and that the canine alert gave officers probable cause to
search the interior of the vehicle without a warrant.
Therefore,
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ORDER

and this does

that Defendant's Motion to Suppress is

DENIED.

:J

Dated this_l,_t_dayof _ _fv_f_ay_,___ _ _

n f

-·-,~~--':L hi -Thomas J. Ryan
I
District Judge

CERTlFICATE OF SERVICE
I hereby certify that I caused the foregoing Memorandum Decision Upon Motion to
Suppress be served upon the following via U.S. Mail, postage prepaid, facsimile transmission or by
hand delivery:

Bryan Taylor
Matthew Bever
CANYON COUNTY PROSECUTING ATTORNEY
1115 Albany St.
Caldwell, ID 83605
MarkMimura
Lary G. Sisson
CANYON COUNTY PUBLIC DEFENDER
510 Arthur Street
Caldwell, ID 83605
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF CANYON
PRESIDING JUDGE: G.D. CAREY DATE: May 16, 2014
THE STATE OF IDAHO,
Plaintiff,
vs
JOHN PATRICK LINZE JR,
Defendant.

)

COURT MINUTES

)
)
)
)
)

CASE NO. CR2013-26828*C
CR2013-2681 O*C
TIME: 1:30 P.M.

)
)

REPORTED BY: Kim Saunders

)

DCRTS (146-158)

This having been the time heretofore set for change of plea in the above entitled
matter, the State was represented by Mr. Ty Ketlinski, Deputy Prosecuting Attorney for
Canyon County, and the defendant appeared in court with counsel, Mr. Lary Sisson.
The Court called the case, determined the defendant's true name was charged
and noted it was the Court's understanding this matter was resolved.
Mr. Sisson advised the Court there was a motion to suppress held in this

case and that Judge Ryan denied the defendant's motion to suppress, the State
would allow the defendant to enter a conditional guilty plea to Possession of a
Controlled Substance, and any other charges related to this case would be
dismissed, this would allow the defense to appeal Judge Ryan decision, and if
they were successful the defendant would be allowed to withdraw his guilty plea
at a later date.
COURT MINUTES
May 16, 2014

Page 1

r.

a

Guilty

Plea Advisory form.
In answer to the Court's inquiry, Mr. Sisson advised the Court if the appeal was
not successful there were no agreements as to the recommendations, but the State
would dismiss the misdemeanors regardless of the outcome.
Mr. Ketlinski concurred.
The Court advised the defendant that an Information had been filed charging him
with the felony offense of Possession of a Controlled Substance in CR2013-26828*C
which carried a maximum possible penalty of seven (7) years imprisonment, a
$15,000.00 fine, restitution and provide a DNA sample and right thumbprint impression.
The defendant was sworn by the clerk to answer the Court's question truthfully.
In answer to the Court's inquiry, the defendant entered a plea of guilty to
Possession of a Controlled Substance in CR2013-26828*C.
The Court examined the defendant and determined he had not been forced or
coerced to plead guilty, he has had enough time to work with his attorney in this matter
and there had been no other promises made to get him to plead guilty. Additionally, the
Court advised the defendant that if the appeal was unsuccessful he could face the
maximum possible penalty of seven (7) years, a $15,000.00 fine, restitution and provide
a DNA sample and right thumbprint impression.
The Court advised the defendant that by pleading guilty he was giving up a
number of rights including his right to a court trial or jury trial where the State would be

COURT MINUTES
May 16, 2014

Page 2

right

a

remain

his right

to confront and cross examine witnesses against him, his right to present a defense and

he would be waiving any defense he had to the charge.
The Court examined Mr. Sisson and determined he has had enough time to work
on this. Mr. Sisson advised the Court there was still unredacted material he was waiting
for the State to provide, but the defense would go forward and he concurred with the
defendant's guilty plea.
The Court examined the defendant and determined he was pleading guilty
because the facts set forth in the Information were true.
The Court concluded that the plea of guilty was being knowingly, voluntarily and
intelligently given, that there was a factual basis and accepted the defendant's plea of
guilty.
The Court noted it had been provided with a Guilty Plea Advisory form,
determined the defendant read the form, answered all of the questions and signed the
same.

Additionally, the Court determined the defendant's attorney has satisfactorily

answered any questions he had with regards to the form.
The Court Ordered a Presentence Investigation Report and a GAIN I

Assessment and set this matter for sentencing July 1, 2014 at 1:30 p.m. before
Judge Ryan.

COURT MINUTES
May 16, 2014

Page 3

00

answer

r.

waive his Fifth and Sixth Amendment Rights with respect to answering questions
relating to those evaluations.
The defendant was continued released on the bond previously posted to Pretrial
Services.

COURT MINUTES
May 16, 2014

Page 4
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TY PA OFFICE

+2084547474

T-375

P,005/007

F-814

b 2014

MARK J, MIMURA
CANYON COUNTY

Street
Caldwell, Idaho 83605
Telephone: (208) 639-4610
Facsimile: (208) 639-4611
Idaho State Bar No. 6072

IN THE DIS,,.fRICT COURT OF THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE STATE
OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF CANYON
THE STATE OF IDAHO,
CASE NO.: CR-2013~26828-C
CR-2013-26810-C

Plaintiff,

v.

PLEA AGREEMENT PURSUANT TO
I.C.R. ll(a)(2)

JOHN PATRICK LINZE, JR.,
Defendant.

COMES NOW, Matthew Bever, Deputy Prosecuting Attorney for Canyon County, Idaho, the
defendant, John Patrick Linze, Jr., and Lary G. Sisson, Assistant Canyon County Public Defender,
and enter into the following written plea agreement pursuant to Idaho Criminal Rule l l(a)(2):
AGREEMENT
1.

Defendant agrees to plead guilty as charged in the Information to Possession of a
Controlled Substance, a felony violation of LC. §37-2732(c)(I), in case number
CR-2013-26828-C.

2.

In exchange, Plaintiff agrees to:
A.

Dismiss all charges against Defendant in case number CR-2013-26810-C;

PLEA AGREEMENT PURSUANT TO I.C.R. I1(a)(2), PAGE - 1
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to

a
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F-814

1, 2014,

on

to

Allow Defendant to withdraw his guilty pleas if he prevails on appeal.

AGREEMENT CONDITIONED UPON APPROVAL BY THE COURT
Defendant acknowledges that this plea agreement comes pursuant to I.C.R. l l(a)(2) and
requires the approval of the Court. If the Court allows Defend ant to appeal the adverse ruling on
Defendant's Motion to Suppress, and if the defendant prevails on such an appeal, then Defendant
shall be allowed to withdraw his guilty plea and original charges filed in this case may be set for a
jury trial.

ACKNOWLEDGMENTS
Defendant, by executing this plea agreement and entering a guilty plea as stated above,
acknowledges the following:
I.

Defendant's answers in the Guilty Plea Advisory Form, which he completed and is

filed separately in these matters.
2.

Defendant understands that a guilty plea in this matter could be used against him in

the future to aJlege that he is a persistent violator of the law and, upon a third or subsequent felony
conviction, shall be sentenced to a term in the custody of the state board of correction which term
shall be for not less than five (5) years and said tenn may extend to life.
3.

Defendant understands that if he enters into this plea agreement, but later desires

to withdraw his guilty plea for any other reason than a successful appeal of the Court's ruling
denying a hearing on Defendant's Motion to Suppress, then Defendant will not be allowed to do

PLEA AGREEMENT PURSUANT TO I.C.R. ll(a)(2), PAGE 2
w
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so.
4.

m

a

or

matter

or

or

during trial except for those defenses or evidentiary issues related to Defendant's Motion to
Suppress.
5.

Defendant is entering into this agreement intelligently, knowingly and voluntarily.

No unlmvful threats have been made to secure his plea of guilty, nor have any promises been
made to convince him to plead guilty, other than those promises made by the State of Idaho as set
forth above. Defendant has discussed this matter with his attorney and is satisfied that he
understands the consequences of entering into this plea agreement.
SIGNATURES
DATED this

!J\-~ day ofMay, 2014.
Matthew Bever
Deputy Prosecuting Attorney

DATED this

\~+"

DATED this

I }

<n,

day of May, 2014.

day of May, 2014.

'

,LJ;

I Xaii G. Si son
/ / Assistant Public Defender

PLEA AGREEMENT PURSUANT TO I.C.R. 1l(a)(2), PAGE- 3

GUILTY PLEA ADVISORY

Nature of Charge(s):

Minimum & Maximum Possible Penalty:

Possession of a Controlied
Substance (Methamphetamine)

imprisoned for not more than 7 years, or
fined not more than $15,000, or both; 100
hours of community service; DNA sample
and right thumb print impression.

STATEMENT OF RIGHTS

&

EXPLANATION OF WAIVERS BY PLEA OF GUILTY

(PLEASE INITIAL EACH RESPONSE)

1. You have the right to remain silent. You do not have to say anything about
the crime(s) you are accused of committing. If you elected to have a trial, the
state could not call you as a witness or ask you any questions. However,
anything you do say can be used as evidence against you in court.

I understand that by pleading guilty I am waiving my right to remain silent
before and during trial.

J /_..,

2. The waiver of your right to remain silent only applies to your plea of guilty to
the crime(s) in this case. Even after pleading guilty, you will still have the
right to refuse to answer any question or to provide any information that might
tend to show you committed some other crime(s). You can also refuse to
answer or provide any information that might tend to increase the punishment
for the crime(s) to which you are pleading guilty.

I understand that by pleading guilty to the crime(s) in this case, I still have the
right to remain silent with respect to any other crime(s) and with respect to
answering questions or providing information that may increase my
sentence.J ,
.

,,(' L

3. You have the right to be represented by an attorney. If you want an attorney
and cannot pay for O!J§.,. you can ask the judge for an attorney who will be
paid by the county. ,_)/L .

You would
found guilty if: 1) you plead
are
guilty
a jury

am

5. You have the right to a speedy and public jury triaL A jury trial is a court
hearing to determine whether you are guilty or not guilty of the charge(s)
brought against you. In a jury trial, you have the right to present evidence in
your defense and to testify in your own defense. The state must convince
each and every one of the jurors of your guilt beyond a reasonable doubt.
I understand that gy pleading guilty I am waiving my right to a speedy and
public jury trial. :i,)

-u..-+-,'"-v~-

6. You have the right to confront the witnesses against you. This occurs during
a jury trial where the state must prove its case by calling witnesses to testify
under oath in front of you, the jury, and your attorney. Your attorney could
then cross-examine (question) each witness. You could also call your own
witnesses of your choosing to testify concerning your guilt or innocence. If
you do not have the funds to bring those witnesses to court, the state will pay
the cost of bringing your witnesses to court.

I understand that by pleading guilty I am waiving my right to confront the
witnesses against me, an present witnesses and evidence in my defense.

QUESTIONS REGARDING PLEA

(Please answer every question. If you do not understand a question consult
your attorney before answering.)
PLEASE CIRCLE ONE

~

1. Do you read and write the English language?
If not, have you been provided with an interpreter to help
you fill out this form?

YES

NO
NO

2. What is your age?--"-"~,----3. What is your true and legal name?

J~ h

'-

G

4. What was the highest grade you completed?

Q,:,.Jt: 1

''V

e,.. V:

5 C/ ('<'\_-(_
~9>{
'

2

care

a

Have you ever been diagnosed with a mental health
disorder?

YES

If so.• what was the diaanosis
and when vvas it made? - - - - - - - - ~
v

YES

7. Are you currently prescribed any medication?
If so, have you taken your prescription medication
during the past 24 hours?

YES

8. In the last 24 hours, have you taken any medications or
drugs, or drank any alcoholic beverages which you
believe affect your ability to make a reasoned and
informed decision in this case?

9. Is there any other reason that you would be unable to
make a reasoned and informed decision in this case?

1O. ls your guilty plea the result of a plea agreement?

-.

YES

rNo\

YES

~

~

'

-"\.

~

~

NO

If so, what are the terms of that plea agreement?
(If available, a written plea agreement should be
attached hereto as "Addendum 'A"')
See written plea agreement filed separately in this matter.

11. There are two types of plea agreements. Please initial
the one paragraph below which describes the type of
plea you are entering:
a. I understand that my plea agreement is a binding plea agreement.
This means that if the district court does not impose the specific
sentence as recommended by both parties, I will be. allowed to
k ..
withdraw my plea of guilty and proceed to a jury trial.

::J::

any
authorized by
including
sentence
stated above. Because the court is not bound by the agreement, if
the district court chooses not to follow the agreement, I will not
have the right to withdraw my guilty plea. .j' i·~~,.
12.As a term of your plea agreement, are you pleading
guilty to more than one crime?

YES

If so, do you understand that your sentences for each
crime could be ordered to be served either concurrently
(at the same time) or consecutively (one after the
other)?

NO

13. ls this a conditional guilty plea in which you are
reserving your right to appeal any pre-trial issues?

NO

If so, what issue are you reserving the right to appeal?
Defendant is

the Court's denial of Defendant's Motion

to Suppress on the grounds that is was untimely filed without good_ cay§e. · - - 14. Have you waived your right to appeal your judgment of
conviction and sentence as part of your plea
agreement?

YES

15. Have any other promises been made to you which have
influenced your decision to plead guilty?

YES

If so, what are those promises?

16. Do you feel you have had sufficient time to discuss your
case with your attorney?

GP

NO

17. Have you told your attorney everything you know about
the crime?

~

NO

18. ls there anything you have requested your attorney to
do that has not been done?

YES

8
4

If

please

19. Your attorney can get various items from the prosecutor
relating to your case. This may include police reports,
witness statements, tape recordings, photographs,
reports of scientific testing, etc. This is called discovery.
Have you reviewed the evidence provided to your
attorney during discovery?
20. Have you told your attorney about any witnesses who
would show your innocence?
21. Do you understand that by pleading guilty you will waive
any defenses, both factual and legal, that you believe
you may have in this case?
22.Are there any motions or other requests for relief that
you believe should still be filed in this case?

~
YES

<~
YES

NO

@
NO

@

If so, what motions or requests? _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

23. Do you understand that if you enter an unconditional
guilty plea in this case you will not be able to challenge
any rulings that came before the guilty plea including: 1)
any searches or seizures that occurred in your case, 2)
any issues concerning the method or manner of your
arrest, and 3) any issues about any statements you may
have made to law enforcement?

NO

24. Do you understand that when you plead guilty, you are
admitting the truth of each and every allegation
contained in the charge(s) to which you plead guilty?

NO

25.Are you currently on probation or parole?

NO

If so, do you understand that a plea of guilty in this case
could be the basis of a violation of that probation or
parole?

c,s

NO

26.Are you aware that if you are not a citizen of the United
States, the entry of a plea or making of factual
admissions could have consequences of deportation or

5

obtain legal status in the United
U
an

YES

28.Are you aware that if you plead guilty you may be
required to pay restitution to the victims in this case?
(LC.§1

(5

29. Have you agreed to pay restitution to any other party as
a condition of your plea agreement?

YES

--~
1,iv
"'
r'\

If so, to whom? _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

30. ls there a mandatory driver's license suspension as a
result of a guilty plea in this case?

YES

If so, for how long must your license be suspended? _ _

31.Are you pleading guilty to a crime for which a mandatory
domestic violence, substance abuse, or psychosexual
1
1
evaluation is required? (I.
8317)

YES

32.Are you pleading guilty to a crime for which you may be
required to pay the costs of prosecution and
investigation? (LC.§ 37-2732A(K))

~

33.Are you pleading guilty to a crime for which you will be
required to submit a DNA sample to the state? (LC §
19-5506)

~

'-~

34.Are you pleading guilty to a crime for which the court
could impose a fine for a crime of violence of up to
$5,000, payable to the victim of the crime? (LC. § 1
5307)

YES

35. Do you understand that if you plead guilty to a felony,
during the period of your sentence, you will lose your
right to vote in Idaho? (ID
. art 6, §

1
~

36. Do you understand that if you plead guilty to a felony,
during the period of your sentence, you will lose your
6
right to hold public office in Idaho? (I

NO

/~

NO

NO
6

a

you will lose your right to purchase, possess, or carry
1
firearms? (I.C § 1

NO

39. Do you understand that no one, including your attorney,
can force you to plead guilty in this case?
NO

40.Are you entering your plea freely and voluntarily?
41.Are you pleading guilty because you did commit the acts
alleged in the information or indictment?

YES

42. If you were provided with an interpreter to help you fill
out this form, have you had any trouble understanding
your interpreter?

YES

43. Have you had any trouble answering any of the
questions in this form which you could not resolve by
discussing the issue with your attorney?

YES

have answered the questions on pages 1-7 of this Guilty Plea Advisory form
truthfully, understand all of the questions and answers herein, have discussed each
question and answer with my attorney, and have completed this form freely and
voluntarily. Furthermore, no one has threatened me to do so.

2014.

DE.f-'ENDANT

V

/J-

I hereby acknowledgH~at I have discussed, in detail, the foregoing questions and

7
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ERK OF THE DISTRICT COURT

PRIGINAL OF THIS DOCUMENT TO IDOCI

State of
In and For the
of
PRESENTENCE REPORT AND

Case No

STATE OF IDAHO

ORDER FOR PRE

vs.

CR-2013-0026828-C

SENTENCE INVESTIGATION
REPORT

CHARGE(s):

John Patrick Linze Jr
137-2732( c)( 1) F Controlled Substance-Possession of
302 Chicago
ROA: PS101-

Caldwell, ID 83605

Order for Presentence Investigation Report

On this Friday, May 16, 2014, a Pre-sentence Investigation Report was ordered by the Honorable
to be completed for Court appearance on.

Sentencing Tuesday, July 01, 2014 at 01 :30 PM at the above stated courthouse before the Honorable

D Behavioral Health Assessments waived by the Court
D Waiver under IC 19-2524 2 (e) allowing assessment and treatment services by the same person or facility

• Other non- §19-2524 evaluations/examinations ordered for use with the PSI:

D Sex Offender D Domestic Violence D

PLEA AGREEMENT: State recommendation
WHJ/JOC O Probation O PD Reimb O Fine

Evaluator

O

ACJ

O

Restitution

O

Other

------------

DEFENSE COUNSEL Public Defender--=="-'<-=="-!,,!,_------------__.:.
PROSECUTOR Canyon County Prosecutor --:...J-.--'-='-""-'-='-----------------'THE DEFENDANT IS IN CUSTODY

NO

DO YOU NEED Af\J INTERPRETER?

NO

District Judge

Cindy Robinson
From:

Orestes A.lambra

To:
Sent:

Delivery
destination server:

or groups is

but no delivery

Laura Pete~[Qeters~oc)daho.gov)

Subject: FW: Scanned from a Xerox multifunction device: Dietz, Linze, Morgan

was sent by the

THIRD JUDICIAL

IN

STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF CANYON
PRESIDING: THOMAS J. RYAN
THE STATE OF IDAHO,

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

Plaintiff,

vs.
JOHN PATRICK LINZE, JR.,
Defendant.

DATE: JULY 1, 2014

COURT MINUTE
CASE NO: CR2013-26828-C
CR2013-26810-C
TIME: i :30 P.M.

DCRT3 (153-205)
REPORTED BY: Kim Saunders

This having been the time heretofore set for sentencing in the above-entitled
matters, the State was represented by Mr. Matt Bever, Deputy Prosecuting Attorney for
Canyon County, Idaho; and the defendant was present in court and represented by Mr. Lary
Sisson.
The Court called the case and determined all parties had received / reviewed the
Presentence Investigation Report.

Factual corrections to the report were stated for the

record.
In answer to the Court's inquiry, Mr. Bever presented argument in support of placing
the defendant on probation.

He recommended an underlying sentence of two (2) years

fixed followed by three (3) years indeterminate with a four (4) year term of probation. Mr.
Bever requested one hundred eighty (180) days of discretionary jail and restitution for lab
testing. He presented a proposed restitution order to the Court.
There being no objection, the Court signed the restitution order.
COURT MINUTE
JULY 1, 2014

made

and

argument in

support of placing the defendant on probation. He agreed with the State's recommended
underlying sentence and term of probation.
The def end ant made statements to the Court on his own behalf.
The Court made statements to the defendant and found him to be guilty of the
offense of Possession of a Controlled Substance, a felony, and sentenced him as set
forth in the Judgment and Commitment and Order of Probation on Suspended Execution of
Judgment.
In answer to Mr. Sisson's inquiry, the Court ordered the defendant to submit a DNA
sample and right thumbprint impression and signed an ordered to that effect.
The Court provided the defendant with a copy of the order for a DNA sample and a
notice of his rights on sentencing. The defendant reviewed, signed, and returned the notice
upon sentencing to the Court.
The Court dismissed the companion misdemeanor charge upon the motion of the
State.
Both of counsel returned their copies of the Presentence Investigation Report to the
Court.
The defendant was released to probation.

COURT MINUTE
JULY 1, 2014

2

_" __________ AT

DISTRICT

M.
COURT
Deputy
f

OF THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
IN AND FOR THE
UNTY
CANYON
IDAHO,

Plaintiff,
FOR ON.A SAMPLE
RIGHT THUMBPRINT
DOB:
SSN: XXX-XXant.
THIS IS A CRIMINAL MATTER. The defendant is guilty of felony,

Accordingly, THE IDAHO DNA DATABASE ACT of 1996 (Idaho Code§ 19-5501, et seq.)
requires defendant to provide a deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA) sample and right thumbprint
impression to the Idaho State Police.

THEREFORE, THIS ORDERS THAT:
1. The defendant shall report to the Canyon County Sheriff's office within ten (10)
days of the date of this order to provide a DNA sample and right thumbprint impression. In
the event that the defendant is transported to another facility before the DNA sample and
right thumbprint impression can be obtained by the Canyon County Sheriff's office, a copy
of this order shall be forwarded to the receiving facility.
2. The defendant is on notice that a failure to provide the DNA sample and thumbprint
ordered above is a separate felony offense and can result in a violation of probation or
parole, regardless of whether a new charge is filed based upon a violation of the Act.
3. Duly authorized law enforcement and correction personnel shall employ reasonable
force to collect the DNA sample and/or right thumbprint should the defendant be
incarcerated and ref use or resist providing the same.

DA TED this

lS~ day of _ _/i,,j
...J_l-=-oc+

___ ,20L.

/,~ Di~rikge
ORDER FOR DNA SAMPLE AND RIGHT THUMBPRINT
Copies: ( ) Defendant

5/01/2014

OF
THE STA TE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF CANYON

THE STA TE OF IDAHO
CASE NO. CR2013-26828
Plaintiff,
LAB RESTITUTION ORDER
vs.
JOHN PATRICK LINZE JR,
Defendant.

Based upon the judgment and sentence in this case, and the expenses of the victim on this
matter, and pursuant to Idaho Code, Section 37-2732.
IT IS IiEREBY ORDERED THAT THE DEFENDANT, JOHN PATRICK LINZE JR,
pay one hundred dollars ($100.00) in restitution and that such restitution be paid to the Court to
be distributed by the Court to the following victim(s):
Idaho State Police
Forensic Services
700 S. Stratford Dr., Suite #125
Meridian, ID 83642-6202
Date
12/20/2013

Lab Expense
$100.00

Total
$100.00

Such restitution shall be joint and several with any other co-defendants who are ordered
to pay restitution arising from the same occurrence or event

LAB RESTITUTION ORDER

ORIGINAL

are no known co-defendants.
are
to
It is FURTHER ORDERED that pursuant to LC. Section 19-5305, that forty-two (42)

days after entry of this order, or at the conclusion of a hearing to reconsider this order, whichever
occurs later, this order may be recorded as judgment and the victim(s) may execute as provided
by law for civil judgments.

DATED this

_~,$~}'__ day of

14: l 1 ,2014.

-----'--0~~--+Q.L__
District Judge

LAB RESTITUTION ORDER

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
a true

correct

Prosecutor:

Court Basket - ~ " - c - - -

Public Defender:

Court Basket - - - -

Idaho State Police
Forensic Services
700 S. Stratford Dr., Suite #125
Meridian, ID 83642-6202:

Mailed

Felony Parole & Probation:

Court Basket

Dated:

1/i/t d

CHRIS YA~MOTO
Clerk of the District Court

LAB RESTITUTION ORDER

IDAHO STATE POLICE FORENSIC SERVICES
700 South Stratford Drive, Ste 125
Meridian, ID 83642-6202
Phone: (208) 884-7170
Fax: (208) 884-7197
FORENSIC CONTROLLED SUBSTANCE ANALYSIS REPORT

I Agency Case No(s).:

I Case Agency(s):

I Laboratory Case No.:

CALDWELL POLICE DEPARTMENT

13-28831

Date(s) of Offense:

Investigating Officer(s):

M2013-3458
Report No.:

11/25/2013

Joshua Bridges

1

Evidence Received Date:

Analyst:

11/26/2013

Corinna Owsley

Case Name(s):

Suspect - JOHN LINZE

Lab Item#

Agency
Exhibit

Description

Conclusions and
Interpretations

1

2

One glass pipe with
residue

Methamphetamine (CII)

Additional Information

REMARKS:

I declare under penalty of perjury pursuant to the law of the State of Idaho that the foregoing is true
and correct.

Corinna Owsley/ Forensic Scientist

Issue Date:
12/20/2013

Pagelof2

As provided in Idaho Code 37-2732(k), the Idaho State Police requests restitution from the
defendant, JOHN LINZE in the amount of $100 in association with Laboratory Case No.
M2013-3458. This amount is based upon the confinnation of the following drug(s) being
present in sample(s) submitted to this laboratory. The amount requested reflects a portion of the
cost incurred to the laboratory during the analysis of drug evidence.

Metham hetamine (CII) (1 sample(s)@$100 ea.)

Cost
$100

Please present this restitution request fonn and a copy of the laboratory report to the court at the
time of sentencing.
Please make checks payable to:

Forensic Services
700 South Stratford
Meridian, Idaho 83642-6202

Thank you for your cooperation in this matter.
Sincerely,

Natasha Wheatley
Meridian Laboratory Manager
Forensic Services

Page 2 of 2

IN
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OF THE THIRD JUDIC

DISTRICT OF THE

STATE OF !DAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF CANYON

THE STATE OF IDAHO,
Plaintiff,

)
)

)
)

-vsJOHN PATRICK LINZE, JR.,
SS
D.O.B.
Defendant.

)
)
)
)
)
)
)

JUDGMENT AND COMMITMENT
AND ORDER OF PROBATION
ON SUSPENDED EXECUTION
OF JUDGMENT
CASE NO. CR2013-26828-C

On this 1st day of July, 2014, personally appeared Matt Bever, Deputy
Prosecuting Attorney for Canyon County, Idaho, and the defendant, John Patrick Linze,
Jr., and the defendant's attorney Lary Sisson.

IT IS ADJUDGED that the defendant has been convicted upon a plea of guilty to
the offense of Possession of a Controlled Substance, a felony, as charged in the
Information, a violation of Idaho Code Section 37-2732(c)(1 ), committed on or about the
25th day of November, 2013.
The Court having asked whether the defendant had any legal cause why
judgment should not be pronounced against the defendant, and no sufficient cause to
the contrary having been shown or appearing to the Court,

IT IS ADJUDGED that the defendant is guilty as charged and convicted.
IT IS FURTHER ADJUDGED that the defendant be sentenced to the custody of
the Idaho State Board of Correction for a minimum period of confinement of two (2)
years and a subsequent indeterminate period of confinement not to exceed three (3)
years for a total unified sentence of five (5) years.
IT IS ORDERED that the defendant shall submit a DNA sample and right
thumbprint impression to the Idaho State Police or its agent, pursuant to I.C. § 19-5506.

JUDGMENT AND COMMITMENT AND ORDER OF PROBATION
ON SUSPENDED EXECUTION OF JUDGMENT - Page 1

sample must be provided within 1O calendar days of this order; failure to provide
said sample within the 10 day period is a felony offense.
AND IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that execution of this Judgment be suspended
in compliance with Idaho Code 19-2601, Sub-Section 2, and that the defendant be
piaced on probation under the supervision and control of the Idaho State Department of
Correction, Probation and Parole Division and this Court for a period of four (4) years,
commencing on the 151 day of July, 2014, and under the following terms and conditions:

That the defendant shall: (a) violate no State, Federal, or Municipal penal laws;
(b) not change residence without first obtaining written permission from the supervising
officer; (c) submit a truthful written report to the supervising officer each and every
month and report in person when requested; (d) not leave the State of Idaho or the
Third Judicial District (Adams, Canyon, Gem, Payette, Owyhee, and Washington
counties) without first obtaining written permission from the supervising officer; (e) seek
and maintain employment or a program approved by the supervising officer, and not
change employment or program without first obtaining written permission from the
supervising officer; (f) waive defendant's constitutional right to be free from search and
consent to the search of their person, residence, vehicle, or property at the request of
the supervising officer or any law enforcement officer; (g) not purchase or possess any
firearms or weapons; (h) not possess any controlled substances without a valid
prescription; (i) submit to tests for controlled substances and/or alcohol at probationer's
own expense upon the request of the supervising officer or any law enforcement officer;
(j) follow the advice and instructions of the supervising officer; (k) execute a waiver of
extradition.
SPECIAL CONDITIONS:

1. The defendant shall pay the following sums as specified:

A Court costs and fees in the amount of $280.50.
8. Reimburse the County for the Public Defender in the amount of $350.00.

C. Pay restitution pursuant to the restitution order.
All of the previous stated amounts of money are due and payable to the District Court
at a rate and schedule to be determined by the supervising officer.
2. Pay a monthly supervision fee as set by the supervising officer.
JUDGMENT AND COMMITMENT AND ORDER OF PROBATION
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OTHER SPECIAL CONDITIONS:

1. The defendant shall enroll in and successfully complete all programs of
rehabilitation recommended by his supervising officer including, but not limited to
programs on substance abuse, anger management, vocational rehabilitation,
mental health, and self-esteem counseling;
2. The defendant shall enroll in and successfully complete all treatment as
recommended in the substance abuse evaluation ordered pursuant to I.C. § 192524;
3. The defendant shall not purchase, possess or consume alcohol, nor enter into
any establishment where the sale of alcohol is the primary source of revenue;
4. The defendant shall serve one hundred eighty (180) days in the Canyon County
Jail, to be used at the discretion of his supervising officer and with the approval of
the Court;
5. The defendant shall complete one hundred (100) hours of community service on
a schedule to be determined by his supervising officer.

The terms of the defendant's probation may be revoked, modified or extended at
any time by the Court, and in the event of any violation of the conditions hereof, during
the period of probation, the Court may revoke this Order and cause the sentence to be
executed. Defendant is subject to arrest without a warrant for violation of any condition
hereby imposed.

DATED this

,rl day of July, 2014.
Thomas J. Ryan
District Judge
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and
Order.

DATED this _ _day of _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ , 2014.

Defendant
WITNESSED:
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1 S 2014
MARK MIMURA
CANYON COUNTY PUBLIC DEFENDER
SISSON
510 Arthur
Caldwell, Idaho 83605
Telephone: (208) 639-4610
Facsimile: (208) 639-4611
Idaho State Bar No. 6072

Attorneys for Defendant

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF CANYON

STATE OF IDAHO,
Case No. CR-2013-168?.8-C
Plaintiff/Respondent,
vs.

NOTICE OF APPEAL

JOHN PATRICK LINZE, JR.,
Defendant/Appellant.

TO:

THE ABOVE NAMED RESPONDENT, THE STATE OF IDAHO, AND THE
CLERK OF THE ABOVE-ENTITLED COURT.
NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN THAT:
1.

The above named Appellant, JOHN PA TRICK LINZE, JR., appeals

against the above-named Respondent to the Idaho Supreme Court from the following:
A.

The Judgment of Conviction and Commitment that was filed in this

matter on or about July 7, 2014.
2.

These matters were heard, and the Judgments were entered, in the Third

Judicial District, in and for the County of Canyon by District Court Judge Thomas J. Ryan.

NOTICE OF APPEAL

3.

A preliminary statement

to assert in

the

on appeal which the

appeal;

of

on appeal

on appeal or amending

not
listed

below.
A.

Whether the Court erred on or about May I, 2014 by failing to grant

Defendant's Motion to Suppress Evidence?
4.

Appellant has the right to appeal all final judgments of convictions m

criminal proceedings pursuant to Rule l l(c)(l) of the Idaho Appellate Rules.
5.

Appellant requests a transcript, in electronic form only, of the following

hearings in this matter:
A.
6.

The Motion to Suppress Hearing held on April 28, 2014.

In addition to the standard clerk's record on appeal, the Appellant requests

the following:
A.

Copies of all affidavits, briefs, memorandums, objections, responses

to objections, and orders filed in this matter and that were related to the Motion to Suppress;
B.

Copies of all exhibits admitted into evidence during the Motion to

Suppress Hearing that was held on April 28, 2014; and
C.

A copy of the Rule 11 Plea Agreement filed on or about July 16,

2014.
7.

I certify:
A.

That a copy of this notice of appeal has been served on each

Reporter of whom a transcript has been requested as named below at the address set out
below:

NOTICE OF APPEAL

Kirn Saunders
c/o Canyon County
1115 Albany
Caldwell,

B.

That the appellant is exempt from paying the estimated transcript

fee because he is indigent.
C.

That the appellant is exempt from paying the estimated fee for the

preparation of the clerk's record because he is indigent.
D.

That appellant is exempt from paying the appellate filing fee

because he is indigent.
E.

That service has been made upon all parties required to be served

pursuant to Rule 20 and the attorney general ofldaho pursuant to Section 67-1401 (1 ),
Idaho Code.
DATED this l6 1h day of July, 2014.

LARY G. SISSON
Assistant Public Defender

NOTICE OF APPEAL

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
on 1

I served a true and correct copy of the
individual(s)

below

manner

noted:
./

By placing copies of the same in the designated courthouse box of the person(s) indicated
below.
Bryan F. Taylor
Canyon County Prosecuting Attorney
1115 Albany Street
Caldwell, ID 83605

,/

Kim Saunders
Court Reporter
1115 Albany Street
Caldwell, ID 83605

By depositing copies of the same in the United States Mail, postage prepaid, first class, to
the addresses of the person(s) indicated below.

LawTence Wasden
Idaho Attorney General
700 W. State Street
P.O. Box 83720
Boise, ID 83720-0010

John Patrick Linze, Jr.
320 Galveston
Caldwell, ID 83605

State Appellate Public Defender
3040 N. Lake Harbor, Ste 100
Boise, ID 83703

LARY G. SISSON
Assistant Public Defender

NOTICE OF APPEAL

MARK J, MIMURA
CANYON COUNTY PUBLIC DEFENDER
G. SISSON
510 Arthur Street
Caldwell, Idaho 83605
Telephone: (208) 639-4610
Facsimile: (208) 639-4611
Idaho State Bar No. 6072
Attorneys for Defendant
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE STATE OF
IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF CANYON
STATE OF IDAHO,

CASE NO. CR-2013-26828-C

Plainti ff/Respondent,
MOTION FOR APPOINTMENT OF
STATE APPELLATE PUBLIC
DEFENDER

vs.
JOHN PATRICK LINZE, JR.,
Defendant/Appellant.

COMES NOW, JOHN PATRICK LINZE, JR., by and through the his attorneys of
record, the Canyon County Public Defender's Office, and hereby moves this Court for its order,
pursuant to Idaho Code § 19-867 et. seq., appointing the State Appellate Public Defender's Office
to represent the appellant in all further appellate proceedings and allowing current counsel for the
defendant to withdraw as counsel of record for the purpose of appellate proceedings. This
Motion is brought on the grounds and for the reasons that:
1.

The Appellant is currently represented by the Canyon County Public Defender;

2.

The State Appellate Public Defender is authorized by statute to represent the

defendant in all felony appellate proceedings;

MOTION FOR APPOfNTMENT OF STATE
APPELLATE PUBLIC DEFENDER

Page I

3.

It is

to

indigent

case

so

this case since the

an

1

LARY G. SISSON
Assistant Public Defender

MOTION FOR APPOINTMENT OF STA TE
APPELLATE PUBLIC DEFENDER

lS

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

I

that on the l

day

I

a true

correct copy

individual(s) named below in the manner noted:

../

By placing copies of the same in the designated courthouse box of the person(s) indicated below.
Bryan F. Taylor
Canyon County Prosecuting Attorney
1115 Albany Street
Caldwell, ID 83605

../

Kim Saunders
Court Reporter
c/o Canyon County Courthouse
1115 Albany Street, Room 202
Caldwell, ID 83605

By depositing copies of the same in the United States Mail, postage prepaid, first class, to the
addresses of the person(s) indicated below.

Lawrence Wasden
Idaho Attorney General
700 W. State Street
P.O. Box 83720
Boise, ID 83720-0010

John Patrick Linze, Jr.
320 Galveston
Caldwell, ID 83605

State Appellate Public Defender
3040 N. Lake Harbor, Ste 100
Boise, ID 83703

LARY G. SISSON
Assistant Public Defender

MOTION FOR APPOINTMENT OF ST A TE
APPEL LA TE PUBLIC DEFENDER

MARK MIMURA
CANYON COUNTY PUBLIC DEFENDER

Street
Caldwell, Idaho 83605
Telephone: (208) 639-4610
Facsimile: (208) 639-4611
Idaho State Bar No. 6072
Attorneys for Defendant

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE STATE
OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF CANYON
STA TE OF IDAHO,
CASE NO. CR-2013-26828-C
t'n!intiff/Respondent,
ORDER APPOINTING STATE
APPELLATE PUBLIC DEFENDER

VS.

JOHN PATRICK LINZE, JR.,
Defendant/Appellant.
THIS MATTER having come before the Court pursuant to Defendant/Appellant's
Motion for Appointment of State Appellate Public Defender; the Court having reviewed the
pleadings on file and the motion, the Court being fully apprised in the matter and good cause
appeanng;
IT IS HEREBY ORDERED that the Canyon County Public Defender is withdrawn as
counsel of record for the Defendant-Appellant and the State Appellate Public Defender is hereby
appointed to represent the Defendant-Appellant, JOHN PATRICK LINZE, JR., in the above
entitled matters for appellate purposes.

ORDER APPOINTING STATE
APPELLATE PUBLIC DEFENDER

the

Appellate Public Defender is for

THOMAS J. RYAN
District Court Judge

ORDER APPOINTING ST ATE
APPELLATE PUBLIC DEFENDER

appeal

CLERK'S CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
on the

o

"'& \

I served a true and correct copy of
manner noted:

By delivering copies of the same to the designated courthouse boxes of the person(s) or entities
indicated below.
Bryan F. Taylor
Canyon County Prosecuting Attorney
1115 Albany Street
Caldwell, ID 83605

Canyon County Public Defender
510 Arthur Street
Caldwell, ID 83605

Kim Saunders
Court Reporter
c/o Canyon County Courthouse
1115 Albany Street
Caldwell, ID 83605
o

By depi:',siting copies of the same in the United States Mail, postage prepaid;,firsh::fass; to the
following indicated below.
Lawrence Wasden
Idaho Attorney General
700 W. State Street
P.O. Box 83720
Boise, ID 83 720-00 I 0

State Appellate Public Defender
3040 N. Lake Harbor, Ste 100
Boise, ID 83703

John Patrick Linze, Jr.
320 Galveston
Caldwell, ID 83605

CHRIS YAMAMOTO
Clerk of the Court

By:
Deputy Clerk
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MARK J. MIMURA
CANYON COUNTY

510 Arthur Street
Caldwell, Idaho 83605
Telephone: (208) 639-4610
Facsimile: (208) 639-4611
Idaho State Bar No. 6072

Attorneys/or Defendant
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE STATE
OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF CANYON
THE STA TE OF IDAHO,
CASE NO.: CR-2013-26828-C v
CR-2013-26810-C

Plaintiff,

PLEA AGREEMENT PURSUANT TO
I.C.R. 1 l(a)(2)

V.

JOHN PATRICK LINZE, JR.,
Defendant.

COMES NOW, Matthew Bever, Deputy Prosecuting Attorney for Canyon County, Idaho, the
defendant, John Patrick Linze, Jr., and Lary G. Sisson, Assistant Canyon County Public Defender,
and enter into the following written plea agreement pursuant to Idaho Criminal Rule 11 (a)(2).
AGREEMENT
1.

Defendant agrees to plead guilty as charged in the Information to Possession of a
Controlled Substance, a felony violation of I.C. §37-2732(c)(l), in case number
CR-2013-26828-C.

2.

In exchange, Plaintiff agrees to:
A.

Dismiss all charges against Defendant in case number CR-2013-26810-C;

PLEA AGREEMENT PllRSL\NT TO I.C.R. 1 l(a)(2), PAGE - l

B.

Allow Defendant to appeal the

to
C.

on

l, 2014,

and

Allow Defendant to withdraw his guilty pleas if he prevails on appeal.

AGREEMENT CONDITIONED UPON APPROVAL BY THE COURT
Defendant acknowledges that this plea agreement comes pursuant to J.C.R. I 1(a)(2) and
requires the approval of the Court. If the Court allows Defendant to appeal the adverse ruling on
Defendant's Motion to Suppress, and if the defendant prevails on such an appeal, then Defendant
shall be allowed to withdraw his guilty plea and original charges filed in this case may be set for a
jury trial.
ACKNOWLEDGMENTS
Defendant, by executing this plea agreement and entering a guilty plea as stated above,
acknowledges the following:

I.

Defendant's answers in the Guilty Plea Advisory Form, which he completed and is

filed separately in these matters.

2.

Defendant understands that a guilty plea in this matter could be used against him in

the future to allege that he is a persistent violator of the law and, upon a third or subsequent felony
conviction, shall be sentenced to a term in the custody of the state board of correction which term
shall be for not less than five (5) years and said term may extend to life.

3.

Defendant understands that if he enters into this plea agreement, but later desires

to withdraw his guilty plea for any other reason than a successful appeal of the Court's ruling
denying a hearing on Defendant's Motion to Suppress, then Defendant will not be allowed to do
so.
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in this matter he will be
or could have raised before or

during trial except for those defenses or evidentiary issues related to Defendant's Motion to
Suppress.
5.

Defendant is entering into this agreement intelligently, knowingly and

voluntarily. No unlawful threats have been made to secure his plea of guilty, nor have any
promises been made to convince him to plead guilty, other than those promises made by the
State ofldaho as set forth above. Defendant has discussed this matter with his attorney and is
satisfied that he understands the consequences of entering into this plea agreement.
SIGNATURES
DA TED this

14ih- day of July, 2014.
Deputy Prosecuting Attorney

DATED this

} <)

day of July, 2014.

'

DATED this

f
l

5-f- day of July, 2014.

Assistant Public Defender
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SARA B. THOMAS
State Appellate Public Defender
I.S.B. #5867
ERIK R. LEHTINEN
Chief, Appellate Unit
1.S.B. #6247
3050 N. Lake Harbor lane, Suite 100
Boise, ID 83703
(208) 334-2712
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR CANYON COUNTY
STATE OF IDAHO,

)

Plaintiff-Respondent,
V.

~)

CASE NO. CR 2013-26828

)

S.C. DOCKET NO. 42321

)

JOHN PATRICK LINZE JR.,

)
)
)

Defendant-Appellant.

AMENDED
NOTICE OF APPEAL

TO: THE ABOVE-NAMED RESPONDENT, STATE OF IDAHO, AND THE
PARTY'S ATTORNEYS, BRYAN TAYLOR, CANYON COUNTY PROSECUTOR,
1115 ALBANY STREET, CALDWELL, ID, 83605, AND THE CLERK OF THE
ABOVE-ENTITLED COURT:
NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN THAT:

1.

The

above-named

appellant

appeals

against

the

above-named

respondent to the Idaho Supreme Court from the Judgment of Conviction and
Commitment entered on the

ih

day of July, 2014, the Honorable Thomas J.

Ryan, presiding.

2.

That the party has a right to appeal to the Idaho Supreme Court, and the

judgments or orders described in paragraph 1 above are appealable orders
under and pursuant to Idaho Appellate Rule (I.AR) 11(c)(1-10).
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3.

A preliminary statement of the issues on appeal, which the appellant then

intends to assert in the appeal, provided any such list of issues on appeal shall
not prevent the appellant from asserting other issues on appeal, is/are:
a.

Did the district court err in failing to grant the appellant's motion to

suppress evidence?
4.

There is a portion of the record that is sealed. That portion of the record

that is sealed is the Pre-Sentence Investigation Report (PSI).
5.

Reporter's Transcript.

The appellant requests the preparation of the

entire reporter's standard transcript as defined in I.A.R. 25(c). The appellant

also requests the preparation of the additional portions of the reporter's
transcript:
a.

Motion to Suppress Evidence Hearing held on April 28, 2014 (Court
Reporter: Kim Saunders. estimation of less than 100 pages);

b.

Entry of Guilty Plea Hearing held May 16, 2014 (Court Reporter:
Kim Saunders, estimation of less than 100 pages); and

C.

Sentencing Hearing held on July 1, 2014 (Court Reporter: Kim
Saunders, estimation of less than 100 pages).

6.

Clerk's Record.

The appellant requests the standard clerk's record

pursuant to I.A.R. 28(b)(2). The appellant requests the following documents to
be included in the clerk's record, in addition to those automatically included under

, I.AR. 28(b)(2):
a.

Affidavit of Probable Cause filed November 26 1 2013;

b.

Demand for Notice of Alibi filed November 27 1 2013;
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c.

Disclosure of Expert Witness Pursuant to I.C.R. 16(b)(7) and I.R.E.

702, 703. 705 filed February 21, 2014;
d.

Any affidavits, objections, responses, briefs or memorandums, filed
or lodged, by the state, appellant or the court in support of or in
opposition to the Motion to Suppress including, but not limited to,
the Defendant's Memorandum of Law in Support of Motion to
Suppress lodged February 28, 2014. Affidavit of Defendant in
Support of Motion to Suppress filed April 1, 2014. Objection to
Motion to Suppress Evidence filed April 10. 2014, and Second
· Affidavit of Defendant in Support of Motion to Suppress filed
April 23, 2014;

e.

Affidavit of Defense Counsel in Support of Enlargement of Time for
Considering Motion to Suppress filed February 28, 2014;

f.

Rule 11 Plea Agreement filed July 16, 2014; and

g.

Any exhibits, including but not limited to letters or victim impact
statements and other addendums to the PSI or other items offered
at the sentencing hearing and Motion to Suppress hearing.

7.

I certify:
a.

That a copy of this Amended Notice of Appeal has been served on

the Court Reporter, Kim Saunders;
b.

That the appellant is exempt from paying the estimated fee for the
preparation of the record because the appellant is indigent. (Idaho
Code§§ 31-3220, 31-3220A, I.A.R. 24(e));
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c.

That there is no appellate filing fee since this is an appeal in a
criminal case (Idaho Code§§ 31-3220, 31-3220A, I.AR. 23(a)(8));

d.

That arrangements have been made with Canyon County who will
be responsible for paying for the reporter's transcript, as the client
is indigent, I.C. §§ 31-3220, 31-3220A, I.A.R. 24(e);

e.

That service has been made upon all parties required to be served
pursuant to I.A.R 20.

DATED this 21st day of August, 2014.

~~

ERIK R. LEHTINEN
Chief, Appellate Unit
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CERTIFICATE OF MAILING
I HEREBY CERTIFY that I have this 21st day of August, 2014, caused a
true and correct copy of the attached AMENDED NOTICE OF APPEAL to be
placed in the United States mail, postage prepaid, addressed to:
LARY G SISSON
ATTORNEY AT LAW
510 ARTHUR STREET
CALDWELL ID 83605
KIM SAUNDERS
COURT REPORTER
1115ALBANY
CALDWELL ID 83605
BRYAN TAYLOR
CANYON COUNTY PROSECUTOR
1115 ALBANY ST
CALDWELL ID 83605
KENNETH K. JORGENSEN
DEPUTY ATTORNEY GENERAL
CRIMINAL DIVISION
Hand delivered to Attorney General's mailbox at Supreme Court

ERL/tmf/ns
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN

STATE OF IDAHO,
PlaintiffRespondent,
-vsJOHN PATRICKLINZE, JR.,
DefendantAppellant.

FORTHECOUNTYOFCANYON

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

Case No. CR-13-26828*C
CERTIFICATE OF EXHIBITS

I, CHRIS YAMAMOTO, Clerk of the District Court of the Third Judicial District of
the State of Idaho, in and for the County of Canyon, do hereby certify the following exhibit
was used at the Motion Hearing:

Defendant's Exhibit:
A

Dispatch Log

Admitted

Sent

The following are being sent as confidential Exhibits:

Presentence Investigation Report
Letter dated 6-11-14
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and affixed the seal
of the said Court at Caldwell, Idaho this--"""---- day

CHRIS YAMAMOTO, Clerk of the District
Court of the Third Judicial
District of the State of Idaho,
in and for
County of Canyon.
By:
Deputy
CERTIFICATE OF EXHIBITS
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IN

DISTRICT COURT OF THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY

STATE OF IDAHO,

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

PlaintiffRespondent,
-vsJOHN PATRICK LINZE, JR.,
DefendantAppellant.

CANYON

Case No. CR-13-26828 *C

CERTIFICATE OF CLERK

I, CHRIS YAMAMOTO, Clerk of the District Court of the Third Judicial District of
the State of Idaho, in and for the County of Canyon, do hereby certify that the above and
foregoing Record in the above entitled case was compiled and bound under my
direction as, and is a true, full correct Record of the pleadings and documents under
Rule 28 of the Idaho Appellate Rules, including all documents lodged or filed as requested
in the Notice of Appeal.
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and affixed the seal

CHRIS YAMAMOTO, Clerk of the District
Court of the Third Judicial
District of the State of Idaho,
of Canyon.
in and for
By:
Deputy

CERTIFICATE OF CLERK
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF CANYON

STATE OF IDAHO,
PlaintiffRespondent,
-vsJOHN PATRICK LINZE, JR.,
DefendantAppellant.

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

Supreme Court No. 42321-2014
CERTIFICATE OF SERv1CE

I, CHRISYAMAMOTO, Clerk of the District Court of the Third Judicial District of
the State of Idaho, in and for the County of Canyon, do hereby certify that I have
personally served or had delivered by United State's Mail, postage prepaid, one copy
of the Clerk's Record and one copy of the Reporter's Transcripts to the attorney of
record to each party as follows:
Sara Thomas, State Appellate Public Defender's Office,
3050 N. Lake Harbor Lane, Ste. 100, Boise, Idaho 83703
Lawrence G. Wasden, Attorney General, Statehouse, Boise, Idaho 83720
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and affixed the seal
of the said Court at Caldwell, Idaho this --=-- day
CHRIS YAMAMOTO, Clerk of the District
Court of the Third Judicial
District of the State of Idaho
in and for the County of Canyon.
Deputy
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
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